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Water, wellness
in its beginnings

The fi rst person to understand the potential of water was 
the Greek philosopher Thales who saw water as a primordial 
element, the origin of all things. But it was the Romans who 
fi rst put into practice the benefi ts that water gave to the body 
and mind and who introduced bathing as a refi ned daily activity. 
Numerous thermal spas were built throughout the empire, 
offering wellness enhanced by marble and mosaics. The Middle 
Ages was a dark period in which the pursuit of wellness was 
considered a sin, but between 1700 and 1800 hydrotherapy 
stations began to fl ourish again, places in which the bourgeois 
nobility spent their free time. Water became synonymous with 
health and the most diverse practices were created to deliver 
a range of targeted benefi ts, from thalassotherapy based on 
the use of sea salt, to the alternating of hot and cold water. The 
turning point was at the end of the 19th Century in Germany 
with the industrial production of enamelled cast iron bathtubs 
which was followed by the evolution that led to baths with 
integrated hydrotherapy systems, patented by Jacuzzi®.
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The fi rst invention was a new concept for propeller design 
adopted by the United States Air Force, prologue of the 
fi rst enclosed cabin monoplane patented in 1920. From 
here, a series of insights would open up new perspectives. 
From the invention of an irrigation pump that was a huge 
success with American farmers, to the creation of the 
Frostifugo, a high powered fan that blew warm air over 
crops to combat frost.

Each of us has a dream. The history of Jacuzzi® began 
here. From the creativity, the energy, the ability to 
anticipate what people’s dreams will be. And then, make 
them come true. Over a century ago, Francesco, Rachele 
and Valeriano Jacuzzi, left Italy to seek their fortune, 
and headed for California. Within a few years, Gelindo, 
Candido, Giocondo and Giuseppe had joined them to 
found Jacuzzi Bros. The year was 1915 and a story that 
was out of the ordinary was beginning to take shape, 
the result   of ability and resourcefulness, ingenuity and 
innovative spirit.

To create is to dream.
This is how Jacuzzi® was born
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Each idea led to another idea. Until 1956, when Candido 
made a virtue of necessity. In order to relieve the pain from 
the severe rheumatoid arthritis of his youngest child, he 
created   the fi rst submersible pump for the bathtub.
The J-300® was born, a jet pump that synthesizes the 
curative effects of hydrotherapy. 1968 was the year of 
change. Candido’s design was reworked by his nephew 
Roy, who designed a bath with integrated jets and a 
hydromassage system. The basis of every Jacuzzi® model.

From this point the story tells of evolution and steady 
growth aimed at wellness for people. A model that has 
overcome geographical boundaries, but remains fi rmly 
anchored to the roots and the innovative spirit that 
still remains the most important asset of the Jacuzzi® 
brand with its more than 250 international patents, 
it is an example of excellence in the development of 
technologically advanced products with unique design.
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10 reasons to choose Jacuzzi®

1. More than 50 years experience
Jacuzzi® has been producing hydromassage baths and showers 
since the 60s. It was the Jacuzzi brothers who designed 
and launched the fi rst whirlpool bath. Since then, Jacuzzi® 
technicians have patented hundreds of designs and innovative 
products. Our experience in hydromassage and the love for 
hydrotherapy allows us to stay one step ahead, improving 
every day and giving life to new ideas, thanks to the help and 
advice of our customers.

2. Hydromassage carried out to perfection
The Jacuzzi® hydromassage is unique: the careful work that 
combines technology, ergonomics and design, produces a 
benefi cial effect that is still unmatched. 

The positioning of the nozzles at 30°, with jets that can be 
positioned in any direction, allows all the muscle groups 
to be included and offers an effective, deep and healthy 
hydromassage. Jacuzzi® baths have 4 types of hydromassage: 
Classic, Aquasystem, Shiatsu, Air. Jacuzzi® has also designed and 
produced the vertical hydromassage, offering the benefi ts of 
hydrotherapy in the shower as well.

3. A unique construction system
Superior in terms of sturdiness, thanks to a structure reinforced 
with a robust metal frame, Jacuzzi® baths have the ideal inner 
depth and are equipped with a hydraulic self-draining system. 
Each bath is fi tted with a Dry Run Protection device, which 
prevents the pump from operating when the bath is empty or 
has an insuffi cient water level. The high power of the pump, 
is such as to ensure intense and effective jets, and strong 
controlled water circulation. With the nozzles fully closed, it 
allows the bath to be used without hydromassage, ensuring 
maximum hygiene.
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4. A name you can trust
Jacuzzi® is the name of a brand, but you must have heard a 
whirlpool bath referred to with this name. It’s common to 
associate the term “whirlpool bath” to the name of our brand 
because in the minds of the consumers we are the only ones 
who exist. Discovering that we are a brand that bears the name 
of a family is a nice surprise for many people. Our name is 
synonymous with reliability.

5. Wellness for the whole family
Enjoying quality time and taking care of yourself is among the 
main benefi ts. Joking and chatting with loved ones, immersed 
in a Jacuzzi® bath, taking a break in a shower cubicle with 
hydromassage and steam bath, away from the pressures of 
everyday life is good for your health and life. The regular use of 
a Jacuzzi® bath or shower invigorates for the whole day. Regular 
use leads to better circulation by increasing the blood fl ow in 
any part of   the body. A healthy body is energetic and active, 
and choosing Jacuzzi® can be essential for maintaining a healthy 
lifestyle for all the members of your household.

6. A Jacuzzi® product is beautiful
Jacuzzi® has always been a pioneer in aesthetics: we design and 
develop our products working with the greatest Italian and 
international designers. This means that the best in domestic 
hydromassage technology produces its highly effective results 
in models with modern design, in line with the latest trends of 
contemporary furnishing.

7. Jacuzzi® products last for years
Looking inside a Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath or steam and shower 
cabin is like taking a look under the bonnet of a luxury car. 
The Jacuzzi® manufacturing components are without doubt the 
best on the market. We do not compromise when it comes to 
quality because it is the foundation for maximum durability and 
reliability of the product. Jacuzzi® products are not only long 
lasting, but also offer the best quality/price ratio.

8. Energy savings
Jacuzzi® baths employ innovative and cutting edge insulation 
technologies and components, the best on the market. These 
help to maintain internal heat more effi ciently, signifi cantly 
reducing energetic expenditure. 

9. The best partners 
To achieve maximum quality Jacuzzi® has the best professionals 
and suppliers. It is also a leader as a result of choosing the 
best partnerships in all the areas related to the creation of its 
products for hydrotherapy, form materials and planning, to design 
and marketing. 

10. We’re here for you
After entering the showroom, looking at the choice of Jacuzzi® 
baths or showers, through to installation and 10 or 20 years 
later, our customers will know that they have chosen the best. 
Jacuzzi® offers a manufacturer’s warranty on all its products, but 
also offers great post installation customer service. Our dealers 
and after sales team are on hand to resolve any problems. Life 
is easier with the Jacuzzi® whirlpool, and also with our support 
service.
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Jacuzzi®, much more than just a name

Life fl ows like water, the priority of Jacuzzi® is to restore 
rhythm and balance. A demanding job, playing sports or just a 
busy life, create the constant need for a revitalising, rewarding, 
relaxing and rejuvenating ritual. For over 50 years we have 
worked with this awareness, with the aim of creating new 
technologies that can make the Jacuzzi® whirlpool experience 
unforgettable. 

Something to experience with the body and the senses, 
inspired by the benefi ts to the body and mind in their 
broadest sense. As a result, today the name Jacuzzi® is 
associated with four values   that represent the four basic levels 
of wellness. Every Jacuzzi® product is based on these values, in 
a synthesis capable of improving the lives of its customers.
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design: essential element of refi ned aesthetics 
and maximum functionality.

health: refl ects the attention to the health 
of body and soul.

performance: generated from 
technological research that provides the best. 
results.

pleasure: represents the enjoyment and 
the pleasure of being satisfi ed with life.
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The scientifi c basis
behind Jacuzzi® wellness

The new form of wellness
The book on hydrotherapy in general and in particular on 
hydromassage published by Jacuzzi®, was produced   under 
the supervision of Prof. Umberto Solimene, Chairman of the 
Association and the Head of the Department of Medical 
Therapy and Spa Medicine at the University of Milan and 
Prof. Arsenio Veicsteinas, Deputy Chairman of the European 
Association of Medical Welfare and Dean of the Faculty of 
Human Movement Science at the University of Milan, its 
contents coincide with the guiding principles of Jacuzzi® 
scientifi c and technological research and underpin the 
development of all its products. We present a summary as an 
introduction to the world of Jacuzzi® hydromassage.

Everyone today talks about the whirlpool bath, most 
have one at home, but in the market and in the world of 
hydromassage advertising, information is virtually absent 
on the proper use of the applications and the possible 
therapeutic indications, as well as the reasons that lead 
hydromassage products to being linked to the concept of 
wellness. Jacuzzi® wants to promote a culture of bath and 
shower hydrotherapy, of the sauna and of the steam bath. 
For this reason   an in-depth and focused medical study has 
been carried out, which Jacuzzi has turned into a project on 
communication and scientifi c discovery and into a publication 
entitled “The new form of wellness”.
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Hydrotherapy
Hydrotherapy uses showers and bathrooms completely 
or partially to heat or refresh the body. Water, at certain 
temperatures, in the form of steam or under the pressure 
of a jet, can relieve muscle tension produced by stress and 
anxiety. Hot
water is used in physical therapy to accelerate muscle 
recovery after injuries and relieve pain. The targeted 
jets of water (such as those caused by Jacuzzi® nozzles 
inclined at 30°) generate a deep massage through relaxing 
micro-bubbles and offer different types of hydrotherapy 
massage to improve circulation and promote the release of 
endorphins. 

Hydromassage
Created from the combination of water, heat and air. 
The water reduces the weight of the body mass by 90%, 
loosening the tension of muscles and joints. The heat 
dilates blood vessels improving the fl ow of blood. The 
air released from the jets as well as relaxing the muscles 
relieves nervous pressure. Hydromassage can be done with 
thermal waters, but not necessarily: the principle of action, 
in fact, does not rely so much on the quality of the water, 
as its temperature and its movement. Its aim is to awaken 
the natural self-healing mechanisms of the body. In fact, the 
thermal stimulus is the main factor of hydrotherapy: a fi rst 
reaction, which occurs at the skin level, is followed by a 
second that reaches the internal bodily tissues, connected 
to the surface through the nerve pathways. Acting on the 
local concentration of blood, it is possible to put the body 
area to be treated into a state of equilibrium.

Shower and steam bath
A shower is conducive to a good mood thanks to its 
invigorating antidepressant effect. It is useful in the 
treatment of skin imperfections such as orange peel 
skin and cellulite because the water jet ensures nerve 
stimulation which affects the tissue. There are various types 
of shower: fi liform, the most commonly used with the jet 
perpendicular to the body from above; Scottish, alternating 
jets of water from 26° to 40° C; vertical jets that target 
the various parts of the body. The steam bath consists 
of a bath of dry steam in an environment saturated with 
hot air at 40-50° with humidity of 100%. The steam can 
also be combined with chromotherapy and aromatherapy. 
There are numerous benefi ts, including improved blood 
and lymphatic circulation, it favours oxygenation and 
purifi cation through the elimination of toxins and helps 
respiratory, liver, kidney and intestine functions work at 
their best.

The new form of wellness, the Jacuzzi® book 
available on request.
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Your Jacuzzi® world

You deserve the best
If you have decided to buy a hydromassage bath or a steam 
and shower cabin, then it has to be a Jacuzzi®. You do not 
become the most famous bathroom and hot tub brand in 
the world for nothing. The prestige and exclusivity of each 
of our models are the result of years and years of research 
and experience. The life of our brand has been, and always 
will be, entirely dedicated to improving, perfecting, updating 
and making our invention available to everyone.

To relax, revitalise, rejuvenate
and recharge your batteries
The patented Jacuzzi® hydromassage baths and showers 
are a wellness treatment in every respect. Submitting all 
the muscle groups and joints to the benefi cial pressure 
of the jets, is the guarantee of a wellness experience that 
improves the quality of life.
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Your oasis of wellness
A whirlpool bath, or a Jacuzzi® steam and shower cabin, 
becomes the centre of the domestic space dedicated to 
self-care. A place where you can forget the hectic nature of 
everyday life, where the bathing ritual is enriched by value 
and pleasure, where technology combines with
design to meet your needs, whatever they are, and always 
offer you the best.

Feel good together
The harmonising effect of hydrotherapy can be shared and 
become a healthy habit for parents and children. Regularly 
enjoying the Jacuzzi® hydromassage experience helps to 
better face the commitments of the day and, to some extent, 
facilitate relationships.
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Wellness that is
environmentally friendly

• The facilities where the baths and showers are 
manufactured are modern installations equipped 
with regenerative thermal systems that are active 
throughout all the stages of production, a practice that 
neutralises 99% of the gas released into the air.

• In our factories a system has been designed that is able 
to recycle all the water used during the testing phase 
of the baths.

• The waste from the acrylic parts are pulverised 
and recycled, for example in products for industrial 
cleaning.

• The electronic components are lead-free and non-
toxic. So they can be disposed of safely once they have 
completed their life cycle.
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The essence of the strength of Jacuzzi® lies in its integrity. 
Choosing a Jacuzzi® bath or shower is to opt for a product 
that respects the environmental dynamics of our planet, 
here are some examples:

• the wood used for the fi nish comes from companies 
that adhere to environmental control systems.

• the coating materials of our housings are manufactured 
with at least 80% recycled plastic.

• the LEDs used consume about 8% of the total energy 
that an incandescent bulb with the same characteristics 
would consume.
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baths
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How it works
Hydromassage is form of “external crenotherapy”. It is carried 
out with special jets of water issued at certain pressures. The 
jets are oriented in a centripetal direction, i.e. from the sole 
of the foot to the chest, to facilitate the circulation of the 
blood return. This centrality of the water jets in therapeutic 
terms explains why their orientation is one of the key factors 
to the Jacuzzi® hydromassage. 

In fact, hydromassage baths are designed with particular 
attention to the positioning of the jets, which should not be 
random placed but specifi cally considered together with the 
internal ergonomics of the bath, to maximise the effects of the 
hydrotherapy. The design of the bath, a key element of a good 
hydromassage, is also the result of careful research. Jacuzzi® 
baths are deeper than traditional baths, with ergonomic 
bottoms and sides that better accommodate all body shapes 
and allow proper immersion of the body and better water 
circulation. The Jacuzzi®  hydromassage is based on the physical 
principle of the Venturi effect, which creates a perfect mixture 
of air and water. For hydromassage to be done properly, the 
jets must have an important characteristic: to be inclined at 
30° to allow for a proper massage active from the surface 
to the core (the perpendicular jets may be too energetic) 
and to be adjustable in any direction, to ensure maximum 
personalisation.

The authentic Jacuzzi® hydromassage has jets inclined at 
30°, which can be positioned in any direction.

Hydromassage: 
domestic hydrotherapy
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Who can benefi t from it
The therapeutic properties of the hot water in the 
hydromassage bath tubs are suitable for every body type, 
size and level of stress. Some need a powerful jet to loosen 
the knots of the muscle mass. Others simply require a 
cradle of warm soothing water. But the benefi cial effects of 
hydrotherapy can do more: it is argued that it manages to 
relieve the symptoms of arthritis, while providing temporary 
relief from chronic pain and promoting relaxation.

The temperature 
Water is considered hot if it is above the body temperature 
(37°C); at 40°C it is very hot and over 46°C it can not be 
endured for more than a few seconds. A hot hydromassage is 
exhilarating at fi rst, but can become very “stressful” for the 
body. Therefore, it is essential to control the temperature of 
the water in relation to the duration of the bath. As a general 
rule: the higher the water temperature, the shorter the 
hydromassage should be, as suggested by the table. To accustom 
the body you could start with 10 minutes until you reach the 
optimal duration, which should be tailored to the individual. 
Before the hydromassage, 
at least once a month, it is advisable to scrub the body to free 
the skin from dead cells.

Table of temperature/hydromassage duration
34°C - 36°C: 20 minutes 
36°C - 38°C: 15 minutes
38°C - 40°C: 10 minutes

When precautions are necessary with hydromassage 
As with all types of outpatient care, hydromassage is 
contraindicated in cases of serious illness or the acute phase 
of disease. It is not recommended in cases of acute and 
chronic respiratory failure and also with some skin disorders. 
Finally, in terms of cardiac circulation, it is better not to have a 
hydromassage if you are undergoing pathologies or defi cits. In 
any event, it is always advisable to consult your doctor.
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Jacuzzi® jets give 
a powerful and targeted massage

BACK 
Sitting in the same position for a long 
time at work, carrying loads, fatigue 
or walking too much, can create 
back pains which can be strong and 
accumulate 
stress that also affects posture. 
The rotating lumbar jets and in 
particular those that are inspired 
by shiatsu massage apply a constant 
and continuous pressure in this very 
important area of   the body, relaxing, 
toning and relieving pain.

SHOULDERS 
The build-up of tension in your 
shoulders, often leave you feeling 
of discomfort and muscle stiffness. 
The Jacuzzi® jets installed at the 
upper part of the baths and shower 
columns, work specifi cally on these 
muscles, relaxing them, and releasing 
fatigue and tension.

Inspired by you and targeted 
where it matters most. 
The Jacuzzi® jets are the result of 50 
years of research and innovations: in 
synergy with the 
powerful hydromassage pump, 
releasing a mixture of air and water 
which is highly effective on the vital 
points of the body. Inclined at 30° and 
adjustable in any direction, they hit 
all the muscle groups of the body in 
the correct direction. The plantar and 
lateral jets stimulate the whole body, 
eliminating fatigue and tension, while 
the rotating dorsal microjets massage 
the entire back.
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HIPS - THIGHS - KNEES 
This area of the body is very important 
for circulation, often with our posture, 
the fact of often working sat down 
for long periods, slows the circulation, 
creating tension and swelling. Jacuzzi® has 
positioned the jets at just the right height 
to stimulate the circulation of blood and 
relieve discomfort.

LOINS 
All the pressure, which is sometimes 
unbearable, accumulating on a daily 
basis in the lower part of the pelvis is 
alleviated and released in the water 
thanks to the action of a single 
large jet positioned in the centre 
of the Jacuzzi® hydromassage bath, 
providing immediate relief and rest.

LEGS - FEET 
It is diffi cult to imagine the levels 
of stress, load and tension our feet, 
ankles and calves are subjected to 
every day. Every step, every fl ight 
of stairs, all the loads we carry, put 
pressure on this area of   our body. 
Moreover, the soles of the feet are 
connected, by extension, to the entire 
body. The two Jacuzzi® jets positioned 
at the height of the feet, not only 
restore strength and relieve fatigue, 
but reactivate the blood fl ow and 
stimulate a benefi cial fl ow of energy 
throughout the body.

The seven golden rules when choosing a good 
whirlpool 

1. location and type of hydromassage jets 
2. fl ow regulation 
3. directionality of jets 
4. uniform water/air mix 
5. internal ergonomics of the bath 
6. ideal temperature 
7. the experience and reliability of the manufacturer

AIR MASSAGE
The skin also wants to be 
involved
In addition to being extremely 
pleasant and gentle on the body, the 
blowing of air contributes to the 
oxygenation of the water, revitalising 
skin cells and promoting the radiance 
of the skin.
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Choose your Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath

AQUASYSTEM 
The soul is included in the hydromassage. Thanks to 
exclusive Jacuzzi® technology, the hydromassage has levels 
of customisation never seen before: just the gentle touch 
of a fi nger will activate the preferred program. SILENCE, 
relaxation is complete, the muscles release all the tension, 
in a delicate, gentle and silent way. BREATH, hydromassage 
at a slow and harmonious pace which puts you in sync with 
your breathing, for unimaginable, deep psychological wellness. 
RENEW, to renew the vital tone, reinvigorate your body, clear 
your thoughts, drive away contractures and stiffness: this is 
the hydromassage that varies intensity in a gradual sequence 
to provide toning and relaxation. DREAM, an extraordinary 
mix of gentleness and toning, in a dream sequence which in a 
gradual and cyclical way changes from a light caress of water 
to a benefi cial embrace.

CLASSIC JACUZZI MASSAGE 
Original patented wellness. The timeless Jacuzzi® 
whirlpool technology, with jets inclined at 30° and adjustable 
in any direction, which stimulate and tone the entire 
body including the legs, down to the soles of the feet. A 
progressively intense action, in a centripetal direction, which 
involves all the muscle groups, releasing, energising and fi nally 
relaxing the body. 
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SHIATSU 
Hydromassage on the meridians of the body. An 
exclusive  hydromassage system, patented by Jacuzzi®, 
provided with two parallel rows of 32 jets, placed just in 
correspondence of the “vu” meridian which, according 
to Chinese medicine, sends energy from the back to the 
whole body. The microjets of water are orientated so as to 
hit and activate all the cervical, dorsal and lumbar points, 
with the same gradual pressure as the fi ngers of a masseur. 
The pressure is governed by a complex electro-hydraulic 
system that produces a real fl ow of water, even a progressive 
“rolling” of pressures: which is exactly what happens with 
Shiatsu. The treatment can be performed in two ways: from 
the bottom upwards (toning) and from top downwards 
(relaxing). 

AIR 
Lightness and fun in the whirlpool. A vitalizing and 
energizing formula: thousands of fi ne bubbles that caress the 
body giving it energy and vitality. Due to the location of the 
jets on the bottom of the bath it is possible.
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Accessories to wellness

LIGHTING - CROMODREAM® 
The eye also wants its share of wellness. Our senses 
are not only physical, but also emotional. The Jacuzzi® 
lighting systems make the hydromassage moment more 
emotional, especially in the dark, illuminating the water. The 
Cromodream® function, together with the hydromassage, 
provides an authentic chromotherapy session in accordance 
with the mood and the need of the moment, for total 
wellness that involves the body, the senses and the mind.

REMOTE CONTROL 
With just the click of a button. The remote control 
for the Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath is a sophisticated 
electronics management centre, which works in a simple 
and intuitive way. Result 
of the most advanced Jacuzzi® technology, it is possible to 
turn on the bath at a distance, prepare the hydromassage, 
choose programs, methods and intensity, include or 
exclude the jets. 
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HEATER 
Like the spa. The time and the quality of every experience 
in your whirlpool bath can be enhanced by choosing our 
heating system. Thanks to the heater, available as optional 
or as standard depending on the models, the water 
temperature is kept constant for the entire duration of the 
bath, recreating the true feeling of the spa. 

SWITCH 
Control of the jets is in your hands. This is what 
really makes the Jacuzzi® hydromassage unique. With our 
hydromassage system there is nothing standard: everybody is 
different, as such the needs and conditions are different. The 
Switch function allows you to control which jets to activate, 
on which muscle groups to focus, passing easily from one 
group of jets to the other.
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The details 
that make a difference

HEADREST 
Head and neck, the focus of wellness. Jacuzzi® comfort 
for all the senses and taking into account every detail. Even 
the position of the neck is important to enjoy a perfect 
hydromassage session. The head must be perfectly relaxed: 
this is why Technogel® or EVA headrests are the ideal 
solution. These soft, antibacterial materials that hold their 
shape are a luxury must-have for total wellness. 

COLOURS 
The nuances of design. Even the colour becomes an 
element to personalise your Jacuzzi® bath, matching the 
bathroom, the interior decoration and your personal taste. 

Champagne*

White Black*

Edelweiss*

Pergamon*

Standard colours - baths Special colours - baths

Mat colours - baths

*For product availability please 
contact Jacuzzi® customer care
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Acrylic (see bath colours)

TOP 
Elegance, the centre of attention. The sophistication 
and refi nement of the Jacuzzi® design is also found in the 
details and can be harmonised with any environment. The 
ergonomic shape of the baths are enhanced by the possibility 
of luxurious customisations with the highest quality 
materials. It is possible to choose from Teak or Wenge wood 
fi nishes, white Carrara marble or Absolute Black granite, 
Medea stone and the exclusive and prestigious Corian®, in 
which an attractive luminous frame is inserted.

PANELS 
Prestigious materials. Jacuzzi® comfort for all the senses 
and taking into account every detail. The whirlpool baths are 
beautiful and elegant and, depending on the model, 
are fi nished with panelling made from exclusive materials. 

Frame fi nishes Panel fi nishes

Wengè 

Teak

Wengè

Teak

Pietra Medea

White Carrara marble

Absolute Black granite

Corian®

Zebrano

Bleached Douglas
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The unique nature of the Jacuzzi® design

Auto draining system  
The hydraulic system of the Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath has an 
inclination designed to prevent the stagnation of water, in 
order to maintain optimal hygiene. 

The jets and the power 
The pump drives the hydromassage system and must have 
suffi cient power to ensure continuous water circulation in an 
energetic and controlled way. This is why the Jacuzzi® jets are 
so powerful and benefi cial. 
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Ideal depth 
The internal depth of the bath is essential to ensure the 
proper execution of the hydromassage, which is why Jacuzzi® 
baths, thanks to clever ergonomics, have the ideal depth 
to immerse the body completely without using excessive 
amounts of water. 

Dry Run Protection
A special device that protects the hydraulic system 
prevents the pump from operating when the bath is 
empty or has an insuffi cient water level. An additional 
guarantee of durability and reliability for Jacuzzi® 
whirlpool baths. 

Reinforced structure 
The shell of Jacuzzi® bath is protected by a uniform layer 
of fi breglass, applied over the entire surface. The bottom is 
further reinforced by a chipboard panel that is 2 cm thick, 
fi rmly anchored in a sturdy metal frame. 

Sanitising system 
An optional system with electronic controls integrated into 
the control panel. To activate it, press the appropriate button 
for 4 seconds, a precautionary measure to prevent accidental 
starting of the sanitisation cycle. The process takes 10 minutes, 
is fully automatic and uses a liquid disinfectant.
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46
52
58
62
66
70
74
80
84
88
96

Aquasoul 
Aura 
Aura Corian® 
J-sha 
Nova
Opalia
Opalia Corian®

Sharp
Energy
Young
Classic
Air

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
118
119
120
121
122
123

Infi nito
Embrance
Cabriolet
Time
Asti
Darcy
Nova Design
Anima Design
Aura Uno Design
Moove
Versa 160
Folia
Uma

130
132
133

Link
Amea Twin Premium
J-twin Premium

non-jetted baths

twin versions

whirlpool baths
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whirlpool baths

Behind the characteristics of each of our whirlpool 
bath models, there are your 
desires and the needs of your body. They are the 
highest expression of Jacuzzi® know-how and in 
their hearts beats the technology that has made   
our brand unique in the world, to offer you a 
unique experience. 
Many different versions and types of installation, 
back to wall, centrally positioned, built-in or 
corner: from the most classic to the most versatile, 
all Jacuzzi® baths personalise your bathroom and 
are a perfect fi t, thanks to the collaboration of 
the best contemporary designers that work with 
us. Each line has its own story to tell and its own 
unique characteristics, to provide you with the 
experience you are looking for.
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Dimensions (cm) Installation Body Zoning

Model Shape L P H
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shiaiaaaattttsu shouuuullllderl s backacacacac loinoinoioioins
hipshiphiphiphip
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AQUASOUL EXTRA Rect  190 150 60  3 6 10+4

AQUASOUL DOUBLE Rect  190  90 57 2 4 6 

AQUASOUL LOUNGE Rect  180  80 57  1 4 3 

AQUASOUL Rect  170  70 57  1 4 3 

AQUASOUL OFFSET Offset  150 100 57  1 4 3 

AQUASOUL CORNER 155 Corner 145/155 145/155 57 2 4 6 

AQUASOUL CORNER 140 Corner 130/140 130/140 57 1 4 3 

AURA PLUS Rect  180 150 66  2 6 7 

AURA UNO Rect  180  90 66  1 5 3 

AURA CORNER 160 Corner  160 160 60 *  3 6 10

AURA CORNER 140 Corner  140 140 60 * 1 5 3 

J.SHA MI Rect  180  90 60 1 4

J.SHA MI CORNER Corner   155 155 60  1 4

NOVA Rounded  180 63*/66*  3 4 6 

NOVA CORNER Corner   160 160 63*/66*  3 4 6 

OPALIA Oval  190 110 60*/63* 2 6

SHARP EXTRA Rect  200 150 65
2 + 1

lounge 
3 22

SHARP DOUBLE Rect  190  90 57  2 5 14

SHARP 75 Rect  170  75 57  1 4 6 

SHARP 70 Rect  170  70 57 1 4 6 

ENERGY 180x80 Rect  180  80 57 1 2 2+2

ENERGY 170x70 Rect  170  70 57  1 2 2+2

VERSA 160x70 Rect 160 70 60  1 8+12 

FOLIA Rect  150  90 60  1 8+11 

UMA Corner   130 130 60 1 8+12 

ELIPSA Oval  210 100 57 2 6

GEMINI Rounded  180 57 2 6 12

HEXIS Rect  180  80 57  1 4 4 

MAXIMA Corner   165 165 86
2 + 1 

lounge 
6 13

CELTIA Corner  150 150 57 1 4 6 

whirlpool baths

Standard depending on the version * see data sheet
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Functions and Accessories Frame fi nishes
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 Remote control 3 Acrylic 38

 Remote control 2 Acrylic 39

 Remote control 1 Acrylic 40

 Remote control 1 Acrylic 41

 Remote control 1 Acrylic 42

 Remote control 2 Acrylic 43

 Remote control 1 Acrylic 44

See fi nishes 2  Remote control  Controls  Controls 48

 See fi nishes 1  Remote control  Controls  Controls 49

See fi nishes 2  Remote control  Controls  Controls
Acrylic
Teak

Wengè
50

See fi nishes 1  Remote control  Controls  Controls
Acrylic
Teak

Wengè
51

 Remote control 1 Acrylic 60

 Remote control 1 Acrylic 61

 Remote control 3 Acrylic 64

 Remote control 3 Acrylic 65

See fi nishes 2*  Remote control  Controls  Controls 68

 Remote control 3
Acrylic
Douglas
Zebrano

76

 Remote control 2
Acrylic
Douglas
Zebrano

77

 Remote control 1
Acrylic
Douglas
Zebrano

78

 Remote control 1
Acrylic
Douglas
Zebrano

79

Controls * 1* Acrylic 82

Controls * 1* Acrylic 83

Controls 1 Acrylic 85

Controls 1 Acrylic 86

Controls 1 Acrylic 87

Controls 2 90

Controls 1 91

Controls 1 Acrylic 92

Controls 1 Acrylic 93

Controls 1 Acrylic 94
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Revive the body and spirit 
The essence of the Aquasoul family is to offer an experience 
of complete renewal, relaxation and rejuvenation. The heart 
of Aquasoul is an exclusive technology that allows you to 
customise the hydromassage as you want, in every detail, 
depending on the mood of the moment. 

Only the people who invented the hydromassage 
could reinvent it
Aquasystem® is the new Jacuzzi® revolution: with a simple 
press of a button on the remote control, you can choose 
from four types of wellness – Silence, Breath, Renew, Dream 
– in tune with your mood, according to the needs of every 
single moment. 

aquasoul extra
aquasoul double
aquasoul lounge
aquasoul
aquasoul offset
aquasoul corner 155
aquasoul corner 140
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Accommodating the body completely
By precisely studying the ergonomics and internal depth, 
Aquasoul baths allow you to immerse yourself in the water 
up to your shoulders, optimising the effects of the Jacuzzi® 
hydromassage. Every detail is taken care of and the exquisite 
materials, such as the Technogel® headrest, a material that is 
very soft, are welcoming and comfortable, with antibacterial 
properties.  

The perfect marriage of aesthetics and functionality 
In addition to offering total relaxation and comfort beyond 
imagination, all the Aquasoul models have luxurious details, 
refi ned lines and rounded shapes. Operation and the choice 
of functions are immediate, performed by the elegant 
electronic remote control which is activated with the touch 
of a fi nger. Particularly striking is the effect created by the 
Led fl oor lighting: the bath seems to rise from the ground, 
magically as if suspended over the light.
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aquasoul extra
Freestanding/built-in
190 x 150 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  
Fixed microjets

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)

Panels 
3

 

3

 

3

66
10
4

10
4

6
10
4

Single version

190

15
0

top

base
top

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aquasoul double
corner/built-in
190 x 90 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)
Single ”J” shaped panel 

2

 

2

 

2

44
66

4
6

LH-RH 

90

190

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

top

base
top
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aquasoul lounge
corner/built-in
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)
Single ”J” shaped panel

1

 

1

 

1

44
33

4
3

LH-RH

80

180

top

base
top

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)
Single ”J” shaped panel

1

 

1

 

1

44
33

4
3

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

top

base
top

LH-RH

aquasoul
corner/built-in
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

70

170
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aquasoul offset
corner/built-in
145/150 x 94/110 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)

Single panel  
1

 

1

 

1

44
33

4
3

LH-RH

top

base
top

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

9411
0

145

150
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BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)

Single panel   
2

 

2

 

2

44
66

4
6

Single version

15
5

14
5

155

206

174

145

aquasoul corner 155
corner/built-in
145/155 x 145/155 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

top

base
top

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aquasoul corner 140
corner/built-in
130/140 x 130/140 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASEFRIENDLY TOPFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical or electronic tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest (Technogel®)

Single panel
1

 

1

 

1

44
33

4
3

Single version

14014
0

13
0

130

155

185

top

base
top

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aura
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Exclusivity and refi nement for wellness
Unique solutions and exquisite materials: Aura offers, in an 
exceptional frame, the maximum in Jacuzzi® wellness. The 
seat is equipped with the classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 
and also with the lumbar hydromassage. Its adjustable jets 
invigorate, revitalise, releasing tensions and contractures, 
promoting circulation. 

Complete personalisation
This is a range of baths with an original look, which is 
versatile and eclectic, fi tting perfectly into any environment 
thanks to different versions and the possibility to choose 
the fi nish of the edge: Wenge, Teak, White Carrara marble, 
Absolute Black granite and Medea Stone.

aura plus
aura uno
aura corner 160
aura corner 140
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Absolute comfort
The headrest made of EVA, a soft, non-toxic and 
antibacterial material, with its original design is studied to 
fully accommodate the neck, even in “total immersion”, 
ensuring maximum comfort and stimulating the vital areas 
of the neck and shoulders. Everything in Aura is elegant, the 
draining command is hidden under the rim, the hand shower 
is removable and the electronic control panel manages all 
the functions. 

Immerse yourself in light
The underwater lighting creates an exciting atmosphere 
and an intimate and reinvigorating experience. The heater 
keeps the water temperature constant, ensuring maximum 
comfort. The exclusive system of Jacuzzi® sanitation, included 
in the top versions, allows correct and constant water 
hygiene.
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aura plus
built-in
180 x 150 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Overfl ow rim
Heater

Headrest
Marble or wood frame

TOPBASE

22

 

66
77

Single version

15
0

75
75

180

90 90

top

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aura uno
built-in
180 x 90 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

1

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Overfl ow rim

Headrest
Marble or wood frame

5
3

180

90

Single version LH

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aura corner 160
corner/built-in
160 x 160 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes
FUNCTIONS

Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage
Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Overfl ow rim
Heater

Headrest
Marble or wood frame

Corner panel  (wood fi nishes wengè or teak/acrylic)

TOPBASE

22

 

66
1010

Single version

16
0

160

16
7

226

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

top
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aura corner 140
corner/built-in
140 x 140 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes

1

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Overfl ow rim

Headrest
Marble or wood frame

Corner panel  (wood fi nishes wengè or teak/acrylic)

5
3

Single version

14
9

198

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aura corian®

A unique material
Corian® is a material patented by DuPont™ with 
extraordinary aesthetic characteristics. Resistant to light, heat, 
water and any other pressures, it remains unchanged over 
time and combines extraordinary hardness, similar to stone, 
with great fl exibility and versatility of design.

All the characteristics of Aura
Every detail of Aura Corian® is carefully considered: from 
the original design of the headrest, to the draining command 
hidden under the rim, to the remote control that manages 
all the functions. The mechanic or electronic tapware has a 
removable hand shower and a fi ll spout. The handy diverter 
allows you to choose the action of the nozzles for the classic 
hydromassage or the dorsal hydromassage with three rotating 
nozzles. The underwater light creates a spectacular effect 
during the hydromassage and the remote control allows you 
to access all the functions easily and immediately.

aura plus corian®

aura uno corian®

aura corner 160 corian®

aura corner 140 corian®
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Prestige to any room
The Corian® gives a special feeling to the unmistakable 
volumes of Aura. Its translucency brings out the edge of the 
bath and thanks to the spectacular LED fl oor lights, it creates 
a very exciting suspended effect. 

The maximum in Jacuzzi® wellness
The seat is also equipped with lumbar hydromassage. Its 
directable jets invigorate, revitalise, releasing tensions and 
contractures, promoting circulation, while the underwater 
lighting creates an exciting atmosphere.
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aura plus corian®

built-in
185 x 155 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Single version

Corian® glacier 

frame fi nishes

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES

Electronic or machanical tapware
Remote control

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest
Overfl ow rim

Corian® frame
Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

O

2

6
7

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

185

15
5

77
,5

77
,5

92,592,5
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aura uno corian®

built-in
185 x 95 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Single version LH

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

O

1

5
3

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES

Electronic or machanical tapware
Remote control

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest
Overfl ow rim

Corian® frame
Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

Corian® glacier 

frame fi nishes

185

95
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aura corner 160 corian®

built-in
164 x 164 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Single version

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES

Electronic or machanical tapware
Remote control

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest
Overfl ow rim

Corian® frame
Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

O

2

6
10

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Corian® glacier 

frame fi nishes

164
16
4

17
1

232
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aura corner 140 corian®

built-in
144 x 144 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES

Electronic or machanical tapware
Remote control

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest
Overfl ow rim

Corian® frame
Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

O

1

5
3

Single version

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Corian® glacier 

frame fi nishes

144
14
4

15
4

204
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j-sha

Balance and energy
The Chinese discovered that the vital energy or QI fl ows 
along channels called meridians. Shiatsu is a special massage 
that stimulates the meridians with pressure of the fi ngers, 
releasing fatigue and relieving pain according to the principles of 
acupuncture. Based on this holistic view of wellness Jacuzzi® has 
created J-Sha.

The fi rst and only Shiatsu hydromassage in water
The unique J-Sha hydromassage system has a parallel row of 32   
jets on the side of the bath in correspondence with the “vu” 
meridian. Coming out of these in succession are microjets of 
water orientated so as to reach all of the dorsal and lumbar 
points of the meridian, with the same gradual pressure as the 
fi ngers of a masseur. The pressure is governed by a complex 
electro-hydraulic system that produces a real fl ow of water, 
working as a progressive “rolling” of pressures: which is exactly 
what happens with Shiatsu. 

j-sha mi
j-sha mi corner
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A tailored treatment
The deep ergonomics of J-sha enables everyone to fi nd their 
ideal position, sliding forward or backward. The water level is 
always perfectly maintained thanks to a sophisticated hydraulic 
system and in this way it is always possible to perform the 
shiatsu massage properly. J-sha allows you to choose from 
3 pre-set programs: BACK/JET (shiatsu), BODY/JET (classic 
hydromassage) and MIX (mixed). The treatment can be 
performed in two ways: from the bottom upwards (toning) 
and from top downwards (relaxing). These programs are 
further cus tomized by manually using the remote control. 

A beautiful experience in every sense 
The underwater light helps to make the environment more 
harmonious, giving the emotion of light to the shiatsu 
hydromassage moment. By simply using the remote control 
it is possible to activate all the J-sha functions: hydromassage, 
underwater lighting, the sanitisation system and the radio.
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j-sha mi
corner/wall
180 x 90 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

LH-RH 

180

90
top

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

TOPBASEFUNCTIONS
BODY JET - Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Shiatsu BACK JET - Back Massage
MIX - Mixed treatment solution

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Radio
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight multicolore

Remote control
Concealed overfl ow - with communicating vessels

Headrest
Armrest (white)

Front panel and side panel

11

44
32

4+32
32

4+32
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j-sha mi corner
corner
155 x 155 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Single version LH

15

219

9

155

top
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

TOPBASEFUNCTIONS
BODY JET - Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Shiatsu BACK JET - Back Massage
MIX - Mixed treatment solution

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Radio
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight multicolore

Remote control
Concealed overfl ow - with communicating vessels

Headrest
Armrest (white)

Corner panel

11

44
32

4+32
32

4+32
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nova

The perfection of the circle for all-round wellness 
A true oasis of relaxation and beauty, protagonist of the 
bathroom, which becomes unique. Its soft and welcoming shape, 
its generous size, blend nature, technology and architecture.

Maximum comfort for head and neck  
All Nova baths are fi tted with an exclusive headrest, made from 
exquisite material. This attractive combination of design and 
ergonomics is designed to fully accommodate the neck and give 
the bath a perfect aesthetic detail, which harmonises well with its 
shape and its large size. The adjustable position of the headrest 
makes the bath even more versatile to use.

nova
nova corner
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Every feature is exquisite 
Everything in Nova speaks the Jacuzzi® language of beauty 
and self-care. From the optional underwater light, to the tap 
units, to the removable hand shower and to the frame which 
can be customised with exquisite materials: Wenge, Teak, 
White Carrara marble, Absolute Black granite and Medea 
Stone.

A remote control for wellness 
Nova offers maximum performance with maximum ease. A 
simple touch of the remote control activates all its functions, 
from the optional heater, to the sanitising system as standard, 
and the exclusive Aquasystem technology, to customise the 
hydromassage at any time based on the wellness experience 
you require.
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nova
freestanding/built-in
Ø180 x 63h cm without frame
Ø180 x 66h cm with frame
design Carlo Urbinati

TOPBASE  TOP AQSFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest

Wood or marble frame 
Panels 

33

 

3

44
66

4
6

180

18
0

Single version 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes
top aqs

top
top aqs
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nova corner
corner
160 x 160 x 63h cm without frame
160 x 160 x 66h cm with frame
design Carlo Urbinati

TOPBASE TOP AQSFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware

Remote control - Sanitising system
Heater - Underwater spotlight

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 
Headrest

Wood or marble frame 
Single panel 

33

 

3

44
66

4
6

22
6

226

160

Single version

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes
top aqs

top
top aqs
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opalia

The softness of design
This is a line of whirlpool baths that tells a unique story, 
both in terms of its style and its technology. Every detail 
of the Opalia range is refi ned, the fi nish is exquisite, the 
hydromassage comes from the powerful Jacuzzi® jets 
positioned to envelop the whole body in a benefi cial 
embrace. 

A visual experience too 
During the hydromassage, the water is illuminated! The 
underwater light, provided as standard with the Wood and 
Stone versions, makes the relaxation more complete and 
the self-care more emotional. The sanitising system, which 
comes as standard for some versions, provides the security 
of complete hygiene. 

opalia
opalia wood/stone
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Functionality and technology at your fi ngertips 
The electronic control panel gives you control over the 
hydromassage programs in a simple and intuitive way. The 
dual ergonomic headrest blends in with the aesthetics of 
Opalia and offers optimal comfort. It comes as standard with 
the Wood and Stone versions.

Aesthetics come as standard 
The tapware unit matches the aesthetic line of Opalia, as 
well as the fi nishing of the edge, customisable in Teak, Wenge, 
White Carrara marble, Absolute Black granite and Medea 
stone.
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FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

6

Single version

190

11
0

opalia
built-in
190 x 110 x 60h cm
design Jacuzzi®

optional
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Single version

11
1

11
0

191

190opalia wood/stone
built-in
190 x 110 x 63h cm
design Jacuzzi®

2

WOOD

2

STONEFUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Headrest

Wood frame 
Marble frame 

6 6

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes
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opalia corian®

A unique material
Corian® is a material patented by DuPont™ with 
extraordinary aesthetic characteristics. Resistant to light, 
heat, water and any other pressures, it remains unchanged 
over time and combines extraordinary hardness, similar to 
stone, with great fl exibility and versatility of design.

Prestige to any room
The Corian® gives a special feeling to the soft and sensuous 
shape of Opalia. Its translucency brings out the edge of the 
bath and thanks to the spectacular LED perimeter lights, it 
creates a very exciting suspended effect, especially in the 
dark.

opalia corian®
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The maximum in Jacuzzi® wellness 
The remote control allows you to decide on the 
hydromassage programs in a simple and intuitive way. The 
two ergonomic headrests come as standard. They blend in 
with the aesthetics of Opalia Corian® and offers optimum 
comfort, while underwater lighting creates an exciting 
atmosphere.
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Single version

opalia corian®

built-in
195 x 115 x 63h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

FEATURES

Electronic or machanical tapware
Remote control

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Headrest

Heater
Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

6

O

2

Corian® glacier 

frame fi nishes

195

11
5
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sharp

Contemporary simplicity
The Jacuzzi® Sharp line eliminates the superfl uous to favour 
function and ergonomics, it makes the most of interior 
spaces for maximum comfort and with its simple and 
squared shapes fi ts perfectly into any environment.

Hydromassage and character 
Sharp is available with the classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 
and in the Top versions, with the Aquasystem® technology, 
to wrap the body in the embrace of an effective and deep 
hydromassage, offering maximum wellness. The linear and 
minimalist shapes, the clean design and the long seats are the 
stars of this line with innovative aesthetics. 

sharp extra
sharp double
sharp 75
sharp 70
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Electronics and multi-sensory experience 
The remote control operates all the Sharp functions. Every 
detail is taken care of, from the ergonomic Technogel® 
headrest, to the refi nement of the underwater light, and the 
heater (Top and Top AQS versions).
 
Wellness in various dimensions 
Sharp exists in different versions and different models 
to meet all your needs. Its simple squared lines, fl exible 
installation and panelling available in various fi nishes are the 
product of an absolute synthesis of form.
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sharp extra
corner/Freestanding/built-in/niche/wall
200 x 150 x 65h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

top
top aqs

BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 3 3 3

Back massage with rotating microjets  22 22 22 

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight --
Heater --

Seats 3 (1 lounge) 3 (1 lounge) 3 (1 lounge)
Headrest 3 3 3

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

panel fi nishes

White Acrylic

Douglas

Zebrano

Single version
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sharp double
corner/built-in/niche/wall
190 x 90 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5 5 5

Back massage with rotating microjets  14 14 14 

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight --
Heater --

Seats 2 2 2
Headrest 2 2 2

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Single version

panel fi nishes

 “L” shaped 
white acrylic

Douglas

Zebrano
top
top aqs
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BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets  6 6 6

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest 1 1 1

sharp 75
corner/built-in/niche/wall
170 x 75 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

75

170

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

panel fi nishes

“L” shaped
white acrylic

Douglas

Zebrano

LH-RH

top
top aqs
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sharp 70
corner/built-in/niche/wall
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets  6 6 6

Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest 1 1 1

70

170

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

LH-RH

top
top aqs

panel fi nishes

White Acrylic a “L”

Douglas

Zebrano
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energy

Hydromassage is for everyone! 
Energy is a small revolution in the world of domestic 
hydromassage. A new concept of bath from the balanced, 
essential, minimal and timeless forms which matches any 
type of furnishing and is accessible to everyone thanks 
to attractive prices, while maintaining the prestige and 
exclusivity that have made the Jacuzzi® brand famous 
worldwide. 

A perfect synthesis of uniqueness of the shape and 
functionality 
Energy offers everyone the perfect experience of the 
authentic, deep, benefi cial Jacuzzi® hydromassage for areas 
of the body, aimed at the back, legs and feet. The side jets 
are adjustable through 30° to get the maximum benefi t. 
The internal comfort is the result of clever ergonomics, the 
headrest is comfortable and welcoming. 

energy 180
energy 170
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Stylish details
The controls can be activated by touching the user-friendly 
symbols that can be easily identifi ed on the edge of the bath. 
The tapware is compact and minimalist and includes a hand 
shower. The optional sanitising system ensures constant 
hygiene while the Dry-run protection system prevents 
operation when the bath is empty. 

The light is included 
In the version provided with the Cromodream® option, 
Energy allows you to enjoy, together with the hydromassage, 
an exciting session of chromotherapy. This function also 
works as a courtesy light when the bath is empty. Due to 
the capacity and the depth of the bath the feeling of warmth 
and relaxation is total.
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180

80

energy 180
corner/built-in/niche/wall
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design EMO

BASE FARO DISI+FARO

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2 2 2

Back massage with rotating jets  2 2 2
Feet massage 2 2 2

Cromodream®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Touch controls
Courtesy light

Headrest
Sanitising system

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

LH-RH
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energy 170
corner/built-in/niche/wall
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design EMO

170

70

BASE FARO DISI+FARO

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2 2 2

Back massage with rotating jets  2 2 2
Feet massage 2 2 2

Cromodream®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Touch controls
Courtesy light

Headrest 
Sanitising system

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

LH-RH
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young

JET DUO

versa 160
folia
uma

Feeling good can be fun
The hydromassage can be fun and can become an essential 
part of an enjoyable lifestyle. Young has a special style, 
dedicated to those who prefer a dynamic, active, positive 
way of life. Its design is in line with modern furnishing trends.

Utmost versatility and adaptability
Lots of models and many ideas to offer the ideal solution 
and personalise even the smallest rooms with the 
technology and prestige of Jacuzzi® for the domestic 
hydromassage.

Focused well-being
The design of the Young bath jets blends in with the aesthetic 
lines of the collection. Smooth, rounded and adjustable for a 
focused, customised treatment directed to the tightest and 
most aching muscle groups and to the most important spots 
of the lymphatic system.

Touch and go
The Young baths are provided with an electronic control panel 
called Lumina. Its name means that, once activated, a touch of 
the fi nger is all it takes to select the duration and intensity of 
the hydromassage and to make all the bath functions available.
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versa 160
corner/built-in/wall/niche
160 x 70 x 70/76 h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

JET DUOFUNCTIONS
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed hydromassage Hydro Jets

Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Sanitising system

Headrest 1 1

8 8
12

160

70

LH-RH
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JET DUOFUNCTIONS
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed hydromassage Hydro Jets

Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Sanitising system

Headrest
Single panel

1 1

8 8
11

LH-RH

158

90

150folia
corner/built-in
150 x 90 x 60h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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JET DUOFUNCTIONS
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed hydromassage Hydro Jets

Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Sanitising system

Headrest
Single panel

1 1

8 8
12

Single version

13
014

5 130
145

2121
15

5

185

uma
corner/built-in
130/145 x 130/145 x 60h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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classic

Classic design and balance of shapes and volumes
Elegant synthesis of unique design and technology for the 
Jacuzzi® hydromassage, the baths from the Classic line offer 
top performance and unique aesthetics. 

A classic for wellness 
All equipped with the classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage, 
the Classic baths offer a targeted and deep treatment 
that involves all the muscles of the body. A complete 
hydromassage to enjoy in total relaxation thanks to the 
comfort of the ergonomic headrest. 

elipsa
gemini
hexis
maxima
celtia
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The secret is in the jets 
In all the models, the jets are located in the dorsal, lumbar 
and side area in order to cover, with their powerful jets, the 
shoulders, spine, back, loins and also the full length of the 
legs, for a total benefi t. 

Electronics made easy 
Thanks to the electronic control panel, all the functions of 
the Classic baths can be activated with a simple and intuitive 
touch with the fi nger. The water-fan spout and the exclusive 
tapware unit complete the standard equipment.
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elipsa
built-in
210 x 100 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

6

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware 

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Headrest 2

Single version

210

10
0

optional
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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18
0

180

Single version

22

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Headrest

Handle

22

11

66
1212

BASE TOP

gemini
built-in
Ø180 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

top
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest
Sanitising system

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

1

4
4

180

80

LH-RH

hexis
corner/built-in/wall/niche
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design Synthesis design

optional
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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maxima
Corner
165 x 165 x 75/86h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

top

 

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Touch controls
Headrest

Heater
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Single panel

11
 

66
1313

BASE TOP

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

19
0 16

5 165

233
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211

15015
0

Single version LH

1

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Back massage with rotating microjets  

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Headrest
Single panel

4
6

celtia
Corner panel/built-in
150 x 150 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

optional
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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Feel good and cheerful
The secret of health, but also good mood and relaxation, 
can be found in water. Jacuzzi® air baths with their thousand 
healthy bubbles offer a unique experience that is good for the 
body and regenerates the tissue giving tone and fi rmness.
 
The lightness of the technology
The airpool technology is activated by the blowers, which are 
positioned across the bottom of the bath and blow vigorously 
into the water, creating a unique moment dedicated to hydro-
relax. 

The skin also wants to be involved
In addition to being extremely pleasant and gentle on the body, 
the blowing of air contributes to the oxygenation of the water, 
revitalising skin cells and promoting the radiance of the skin.

air
moove
versa 160
folia
uma
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moove
corner/built-in/wall/niche
180 x 80  170 x 75  170 x 70 160 x 70 cm
design Marco Piva

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Cutting-edge design
Moove is a very refi ned bath with a unique 
shape that not only welcomes your body but 
also satisfi es your idea of beauty. Its ergonomic 
depth is ideal for comfort and relaxation. 

A touch of air on the matter
Beauty benefi ts from air jets that move the 
water in the direction of your wellness, in 
a creation that represents the pinnacle of 
Jacuzzi® design through the use of Techstone® 
which gives the impression that the water is 
vibrating for comfort and relaxation.

A synaesthetic concept of wellness
The exclusive material used to make Moove 
delivers an experience that involves all the 
senses. Its wavy surface looks as if it vibrates as 
the water moves and blends with the pleasant 
feel of the smooth surface.

FUNCTIONS
Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

“L” shaped panel - wavy or plain

AIR

8
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Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

FUNCTIONS
Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Headrest

AIR

1

12

versa 160
corner/built-in/wall/niche
160 x 70 x 60 h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

160

70

LH-RH
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folia
corner/built-in
150 x 90 x 60h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

LH-RH

AIRFUNCTIONS
Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Headrest

Single panel
1

11

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

158

90

150
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uma
corner/built-in
130/145 x 130/145 x 60h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

13
014

5 130
145

2121
15

5

185

AIRFUNCTIONS
Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Headrest

Single panel
1

12

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Single version RH
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non-jetted baths

The exclusivity of Jacuzzi®, also without 
hydromassage. Comfort, character, cutting-edge 
design, for refi ned aesthetics that personalises 
any environment and allows you to enjoy the 
bath experience in an exquisite way. If you want 
to immerse yourself in the world of Jacuzzi® 
emotions, choose between the models that 
may become the centre of your moments for 
relaxation. Some are made without hydromassage, 
Jacuzzi® creations with unique design and unique 
style. Other models are from the most prestigious 
collections in the non-jetted version, to provide 
you with the most exclusive materials such as 
Techstone®, marble or the warmer essences of 
Teak or Wenge wood.
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Standard depending on the version

non-jetted baths

Dimensions (cm) Installation

Model Forma L P H
Fr

ee
st

an
di

ng

C
or

ne
r

W
al

l

Bu
ilt

-in

Ta
pw

ar
e

H
ea

dr
es

t Materials/Finishes

Pa
ge

INFINITO Oval 180 80 54/63,5 Techstone® 110

EMBRACE Oval 175 83 57/64 Acrylic white 111

CABRIOLET Oval 155 81 62/81 Acrylic white 112

TIME Oval 175 85 64/86 Acrylic white 113

ASTI Oval 170 75 62 Acrylic white 114

DARCY Oval 170 75 60 Acrylic white 115

NOVA DESIGN Rounded 180 66 3 Cornice: Teak, Wengè 116

ANIMA DESIGN Oval 190 100 60 2 Telaio: Teak, Wengè 118

AURA UNO DESIGN Rectangular 180 90 66 1

Frame: white Carrara marble, 
Medea stone, Absolute black 
granite, Teak, Wengè and without 
frame

119

MOOVE 180x80 Rectangular 180 80 57 Acrylic white and coloured 120

MOOVE 170x75 Rectangular 170 75 57 Acrylic white and coloured 120

MOOVE 170x70 Rectangular 170 70 57 Acrylic white and coloured 120

MOOVE 160x70 Rectangular 160 70 57 Acrylic white and coloured 120

VERSA 160x70 Rectangular 160 70 60 1 Acrylic white and coloured
(built-in only) 121

FOLIA Asymmetric 150 90 60 1 Acrylic white and coloured
(built-in only) 122

UMA Corner panel 130/145 130/145 60 1 Acrylic white and coloured
(built-in only) 123
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A new concept of bathtub 
Jacuzzi ® offers a range of models designed to be placed in 
the centre of the room, an oasis of relaxation in which to 
rediscover the rite of water. In line with the latest trends in 
interior design, these bathtubs become objects of design to 
be displayed even inside the bedroom. And the rest dedicated 
to the bathroom becomes a pleasant time to experience and 
share in the comfort of the living area.

A large cradle of water 
All the freestanding Jacuzzi® baths have a generous internal 
capacity to accommodate the body completely and are 
equipped with ergonomic backrests. These features allow you 
to enjoy an experience of complete abandonment by total 
immersion: a warm and welcoming embrace to release the 
tensions from a stressful day. 

infi nito
embrance
cabriolet
time
asti
darcy
nova design
anima design
aura uno design
moove
versa 160
folia
uma

non-jetted baths
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Classic: timeless style 
Freestanding baths that have the romantic charm of a past era 
and, at the same time, offering all the comfort and innovation 
of a contemporary Jacuzzi® product. Thanks to their design 
that echoes the forms of the past, they fi t perfectly in rooms 
decorated in a classic style. 

Modern: an avant-garde design
Ideal for modern environments, furnished according to more 
contemporary styles. The lines are essential, the aesthetics 
minimalist and the organic and rounded forms recall natural 
elements.
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FEATURES
Techstone®

Overfl ow Integrated
Click clack waste

To be combined with fl oor standing tapware
To be combined with Infi nito basin

 

 

A cradle that wraps your body
in the caress of water 
It is born from the earth and opens up to the sky. 
Harmoniously in tune with the surrounding space. 
Minimal, a concentrated blend of contemporary lines 
and formal purity: a design which continues into infi nity. 

All the senses are involved in wellness
Infi nito was born from the design by Carlo Urbinati 
and Techstone®, a completely new concept, which lends 
itself to a multi-sensory experience of the time devoted 
to the bath. 

An exclusive concept that bears the Jacuzzi® 
signature
An essential bath, which is unexpected, but above all 
contemporary. The elegant form recalls the corolla of a 
fl ower that is holding water.

infi nito
freestanding 
180 x 80 54/63,5h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

1

180

54
64

80

120

Single version

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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embrace
freestanding
175 x 83 x 57/64h cm
design Jacuzzi UK

FEATURES
5 mm double layer acrylic shell

Steel frame with Adjustable feet
Overfl ow

Click clack waste
To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

 

 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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cabriolet
freestanding
155 x 81 x 62/81h cm
design Jacuzzi UK

FEATURES
“L” shaped front panel - wavy or plain

Steel frame with Adjustable feet
Overfl ow

Click clack waste
To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

 

 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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time
freestanding
175 x 85 x 64/86h cm
design  Jacuzzi UK

FEATURES
“L” shaped front panel - wavy or plain

Cast idron claw feet
Overfl ow

Click clack waste
To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

 

 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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asti
freestanding
170 x 75 x 62h cm
design  Jacuzzi UK

FEATURES
5 mm double layer acrylic shell
Steel frame with adjustable feet

Overfl ow
Pop up lever

To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

 

 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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darcy
freestanding
170 x 75 x 60h cm
design  Jacuzzi UK

FEATURES
5 mm double layer acrylic shell

Cast idron claw feet
Overfl ow

Click clack waste
To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

 

 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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nova design
freestanding/built-in
Ø180 x 63/66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Distinctive aesthetics 
Nova, with its extraordinary capacity, is ready to welcome 
your body in a regenerating embrace and transform your 
bath into an experience of luxurious relaxation. 

Choose your version 
Free standing: will give you the emotion of a unique bath, 
with perfect lines, in which you’ll look forward to immerse 
yourself every day. Built-in: you can choose the material of 
the frame according to your aesthetic preferences or your 
furnishing needs.
 
Refi ned details 
Admire the exquisite details like the electronic tapware 
unit in chrome-plated steel, with practical shower head, the 
optional perimeter light kit and three elegant headrests 
which inspire moments of sharing.
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FEATURES
Electronic or machanical tapware

Headrest
Overfl ow rim

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel
Wood frame 
Marble frame 

3

 

18
0

5363

10

180

5366

13

180

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes

Single version

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings

with frame

without frame
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anima design
Freestanding/built-in
190 x 100 x 60h cm
design Groove

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest
Wood frame support

Panels

2
 

60

89
.1

10
0

190

Single version

Wengè 

Teak

frame fi nishes

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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aura uno design
built-in
180 x 90 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest
Overfl ow rim

Wood or marble frame

1
 

LH-RH

66

13
53

180

90

Wengè 

Teak

Medea stone 

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite 

frame fi nishes

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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moove
corner/built-in/wall/niche
180 x 80 -170 x 75 - 170 x 70 - 160 x 70 - 57h cm
design Marco Piva

FEATURES
Gloss or mat shell fi nishes

To be combined with mechanical tapware
“L” shaped panel - wavy or plain

Overfl ow drain

Single version

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
57

4.
5

180/170/160

80
/7

5/
70
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versa 160
corner/built-in/wall/niche
160 x 70/76 x 60 h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest
Overfl ow drain

1
 

60
 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings

160

76 70

LH-RH
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folia
corner/built-in
150 x 90 x 60h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

60

7
84 68

158

90

150

LH-RH

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest
Overfl ow drain

1
 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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uma
corner/built-in
130/145 x 130/145 x 60h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

13
0 14

5 130 

145 

21
 

21
 

15
5 

185 

60
 

Single version RH

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest
Overfl ow drain

1
 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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twin versions

Energy and relaxation blend to provide the 
ultimate in wellness. You may love the burst of 
tone and energy that only a Jacuzzi® shower can 
offer. Similarly you may want to be embraced and 
soothed by a hydromassage immersed in a bath to 
forget the tensions of a busy life. 

Water can offer the body infi nite wellness 
experiences: Jacuzzi® has found a way to bring 
them all together in a single solution, from a 
functional, aesthetic and design point of view. The 
Jacuzzi® family of twin versions brings together 
the benefi cial relaxation of a whirlpool bath 
and the energising dynamism of a multi-function 
shower enclosure, customising your bathroom 
and optimising space. They are the result of the 
latest technology to enhance every moment 
dedicated to self-care.
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Model Shape L W H

Je
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Bl
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C
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M
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C
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LINK 170x78 Rectangular 170 78 225 8 12 4 Controls 1
White/
Grey

130

LINK 170x70 Rectangular 170 70 225 8 12 4 Controls 1
White/
Grey

130

LINK 160x70 Rectangular 160 70 225 8 12 4 Controls 1
White/
Grey

130

AMEA TWIN 
PREMIUM 

Rectangular 180 75/86 219/239 5 8 Controls White 132

J.TWIN PREMIUM Rectangular 170 70/86 216/236 5 8 Controls White 133

twin versions

  Standard   Depending on the version
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link
Corner
170 x 78 170 x 70 160 x 70 -  60/225h cm
design IED Centro Ricerche

Choose your hydromassage 
Vertical, dorsal, dynamic, energising, or the comfortable 
hydromassage bath that envelops the whole body? A few 
minutes to charge up before the day ahead or a long period 
of relaxation in anticipation of a rest? One will not have 
to exclude the other any more: it will be a choice that 
can be made every day, thanks to a series of models with 
contemporary design. 

Multifunction shower columns 
Vertical jets, raindrop shower head and hand shower 
combined in a selection of lines with elegantly designed 
baths characterised by a fl uid and minimalist aesthetic effect. 
Depending on the model, the comfortable ergonomic 
headrests can be removed or integrated directly into the bath.
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LH-RH

Grey aluminium

White aluminium 

SHOWER PANEL FINISHES

FUNCTIONS Bath
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed hydromassage Hydro Jets

Air jets

FUNCTIONS Shower cubicle
Vertical and back hydromassage

Raindrop shower head
Hand held shower

FEATURES
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Lumina electronic control panel
Headrest

Sanitising system
Panels (1 Front panel and 1 Side panel)

111 1

8
12

4 4 4 4

8
12

JETAIRBASE DUO

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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amea twin premium
corner/wall
180 x 75/86 x 60/239 cm
design Carlo Urbinati

FUNCTIONS Bath
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

FUNCTIONS Shower cubicle
Vertical and back hydromassage

FEATURES
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Sliding Shower
Mirror

Fill spout
Spray shower head

Shelves
Panels (1 Front panel + 1 Side panel)

Sanitising system 
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

5

8 8

IDROBASE

LH-RH Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FUNCTIONS Bath
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage

Shower cubicle
Vertical and back hydromassage

FEATURES
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Sliding Shower
Mirror

Fill spout
Spray shower head

Shelves
Headrest 

Panels (1 Front panel + 1 Side panel)
Sanitising system

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

1

5

8 8

IDROBASE

LH-RH

j-twin premium
corner/wall
170 x 70/86 x 57/236h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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showers
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shower space

steam and shower cabins
Frame

mega 
Mynima  
Flexa
Play

150
156
160
168
176

Moove shower trays
start! shower trays
start! enclosures
Shower panels
Caleidos shower heads

188
190
194
204
214
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Wellness comes from above

A world apart
A Jacuzzi® steam and shower cabin is an extraordinary 
experience because it offers a feast of water that is 
absorbing, regenerating, all-encompassing, and gives energy 
and emotions. It is an authentic Jacuzzi® wellness system 
dedicated to the body as a whole, both physical and 
emotional. In fact, the hydromassage showers are a world 
apart: they combine the benefi cial effects of hydrotherapy 
with the dynamism of modern life. 

Feel good every day
The shower is the daily act par excellence: Jacuzzi® has 
made a ritual of wellness. Simply by touching the control 
panel, it is possible to open a world of functions, from the 
simple to the more technological, accompanying the body 
to discover excellent psycho-physical fi tness.

Pleasure, innovation, prestige and intimacy
Entering a Jacuzzi® shower is equivalent to choosing how 
you want to feel good every day. Are you looking for 
the vitality of a waterfall that tones the shoulders and 
chest? Or the regenerating warmth of a steam room with 
aromatherapy? Or a complete hydromassage with the 
Cromodream® system, which together with the benefi ts of 
the water, provides the body with real showers of colour.
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The shower for hydrotherapy

Functionality and wellness
While conducting research for “A new form of wellness”, produced   
under the supervision of Prof. Umberto Solimene and Prof. Arsenio 
Veicsteinas, collaborators at the European Association of Medical 
Welfare, it has been shown that the shower constitutes an external 
crenotherapy activity that can be carried out with both water from 
the mains and with thermal water. Like other types of treatment 
it can be carried out at different temperatures, hot or cold, with 
alternating temperatures in sequence and different pressures of 
water. It can be total body, ensuring a stimulus to the body, or local, 
bringing direct effects to the treated area.
An undisputed fact is that the shower has hydrotherapy functions, 
as such many physiological benefi ts are recognised. Its main action 
is directed at the cardiovascular and nervous system: the warm 
water jets directed to different parts of the body have important 
effects on wellness. It is now shown that, in addition to stimulating 
circulation and muscle function, the shower can also have benefi cial 
effects on the internal organs and the emotional sphere.
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Shower and hydromassage

Targeted and effective verticality.  
The Jacuzzi® shower jets are the result of the most 
extensive hydromassage experience in the world and over 
50 years of research and innovation. Positioned so as to 
generate different types of hydromassage, they hit all the 
muscle groups of the body in the correct direction. In 
this way they stimulate the body, eliminating fatigue and 
tension.

The Enerjet system by Jacuzzi®

Jacuzzi® has reinvented the hydromassage and adapted 
it for the shower. The technology for wellness knows no 
boundaries and the secret of vitality is contained in the 
latest generation of Enerjet water microjets: a source 
of energy and freshness that knows no comparison. 
They point directly at the areas of the body that need 
the greatest attention, are adjustable for water fl ow and 
pressure intensity, and can be directed as desired.

Scottish shower
Rapid alternation of warm and cold water, an ancient but 
sophisticated energising system, ideal for a stronger physical 
condition. An authentic blessing that revitalises the skin, 
tones the muscles and stimulates the immune system. It can 
also be activated with the hand shower function, vertical 
hydromassage and back hydromassage.
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Shiatsu hydromassage
Exclusive to Jacuzzi® which, 
thanks to jets that run 
along the back, operates a 
constant pressure in the 
vicinity of the meridians of 
the body, with a relaxing, 
toning, anti-pain effect. 

Lumbar hydromassage
Ideal for toning hips and 
buttocks, a real blessing to 
keep your body at its best, 
thanks to the benefi cial and 
vigorous jets specifi cally 
designed to alleviate the 
tension and fatigue of 
muscles located in the 
lumbar region.

Back hydromassage  
A massage with water 
fi ngers, a remedy for 
reinvigorating the dorsal 
area, and in particular 
the back, and providing 
harmony and deep 
relaxation.

Vertical hydromassage 
The true, invigorating 
concentration of energy 
available in 8, 12 or 16 jets, 
regenerates the body’s 
natural vitality. The build-up 
of tension in the shoulders 
and muscular rigidity 
disappears. 
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steam and shower cabins

A Jacuzzi® steam and shower cabin is the gateway 
to a world of wellness. A shell of light and 
technology in which to seek refuge and enjoy an 
intimate experience of care and relaxation. Each 
cabin from our collections is a prestigious place 
where every aspect is taken care of and every 
feature is important and studied in minute detail. 
Because it has to deal with your needs and provide 
you with the ultimate in pleasure, technology, 
design and performance. 

Trying a Jacuzzi® steam and shower cabin is an 
exciting experience, indulging in the hydromassage 
and the many functions it contains, invigorates 
your body and takes it to another dimension.
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Installation Functions

Dimensions (cm) Shower Hydromassage
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frame in2 Rect 150 110 224 L 2 4 4

frame 120 Rect 120 80 224 4 4

frame 100 Rect 100 75 224 4 4

mega Rect 120 100 225 4

mynima 140 wall Rect 140 86/100 222 Single R 4 4

mynima 140 Rect 140 86/100 222 4 4

mynima 120 Rect 120 75/85 222 4 4

mynima 90 Square 90/100 90/100 222 4 4

mynima 80 sphere Rounded 80/100 80/100 222 Single 4 4

fl exa thema 120 Rect 120/126 75/85 214/227 16* 4* 4 2

fl exa thema 100 Rounded 100/105 75/85 214/227 16* 4* 4 2

fl exa thema round Rounded 90 90 214/227 Single 16* 4* 4 2

fl exa thema square Square 90 90 214/227 Single 16* 4* 4 2

fl exa tower Rounded 90 90 220/232 Single 16 4 4   

play 120 Rect 120 80 222*/226* 8

play 100 Rect 100 75 222*/226* 8

play 90 Rect 90 70 222*/226* 8  

play sphere Rounded 70/90 70/90 222*/226* Single 8

  standard  depending on version  * see data sheet

multifunction shower enclosuremultifunction shower enclosure
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Materials, Finishes and Colours

Steam bath Finishes and Glasses Multifunction panel Shower tray Seat
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HPL
Black or 
white

8 mm Transp. Techstone® 2 Removable 
seats

Techstone® 
black or white

152

HPL
Black or 
white

8 mm Transp. Techstone®
Integrated or 
removable 

seat

Techstone® 
black or white

154

HPL
Black or 
white

8 mm Transp. Techstone®
Integrated or 
removable 

seat

Techstone® 
black or white

155

* Techstone® Black or 
white

6 mm
Transp. or 
obscured

Techstone® Integrated Teak 158

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Techstone® Integrated
Techstone®

White
162

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Techstone® Integrated
Techstone®

White
163

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Techstone® Integrated
Techstone®

White
164

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Techstone® Integrated
Techstone®

White
165

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Techstone® Integrated
Techstone®

White
166

* Acrylic White 6 mm Transp. Acrylic Integrated 170

* Acrylic White 6 mm Transp. Acrylic Integrated 171

* Acrylic White 6 mm Transp. Acrylic Integrated 172

* Acrylic White 6 mm Transp. Acrylic Integrated 173

   Acrylic White 6 mm Transp. Acrylic Integrated 174

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Acrylic
Removable 

seat
Transparent 

acrylic
178

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Acrylic
Removable 

seat
Transparent 

acrylic
179

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp.  Aluminium Acrylic
Removable 

seat
Transparent 

acrylic
180

Back-painted 
glass

White 6 mm Transp. Acrylic
Removable 

seat
Transparent 

acrylic
181
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The fourth dimension of wellness

Multifunctionality
The Jacuzzi® steam and shower cabin is not an alternative to 
the hydromassage bath, but a real way of thinking about daily 
wellness and enjoying an unparalleled experience. Just select 
on the simple and intuitive control panel the function you 
desire and activate it: the choice is extensive.

Vertical hydromassage
Jacuzzi® takes the benefi ts of an authentic and deep 
hydromassage to the shower cabin. Simply choose from the 
control panel the intensity of the adjustable jets to target 
the more tense and tired muscles and add to the pleasure of 
the shower with the experience of complete wellness and 
rejuvenation.

Cascade shower
A really exciting way to shower, which gives complete, deep 
and lasting wellness as it exercises a pleasant massage on 
the shoulders. The fresh and vital action of the water, which 
fl ows in a continuous and voluminous stream, working 
on the muscles suffering from greatest stress, giving an 
unforgettable feeling of relaxation.

Cascade Power Fall
An extraordinary function, a real unmatched wave of energy 
and vitality: a cascade of 170 litres of water per minute to 
instantly relieve all the tension and tiredness accumulated 
during the day.
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Steam bath and aromatherapy
A benefi cial cloud of steam envelops the body from head to toe, deeply purifi es the skin and helps the body to rid itself 
of toxins, strengthening the body’s natural defences. The discovery of the benefi ts of the steam bath is ancient. Today, this 
particular form of hydrotherapy has assumed the value of an authentic wellness ritual. Inside the steam cabin, thanks to the 
fan fi tted as standard, the steam bath has a constant temperature and humidity. The boiler is more powerful, thanks to the 
technology developed by Jacuzzi®, it is placed inside the walls and the delivery takes place through a nozzle located under the 
seat. In this way the steam rises naturally and uniformly upwards. Furthermore, thanks to a special fragrance diffuser, in which 
you can add essential oils, it is possible, during the steam bath, to perform an authentic aromatherapy treatment. Depending 
on the properties of the essences used, it is ideal to relax, rejuvenate, calm, restore respiratory function when it is congested 
or just be enveloped by your favoured essences.
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Functions and emotions

Cromodream®

A completely new rain of stimuli and sensations, thanks to 
the exclusive Jacuzzi® patent, acts as a tonic to the mood 
and nervous system. Cromodream® is a fl ow of light and 
colour that surrounds the body together with the water of 
the shower or the steam from the steam bath. The result of 
Jacuzzi® research, aimed at the discovery of new frontiers of 
wellness, provides 4 programs to be chosen from based on 
the needs of the moment: Sun, Relax, Energy and Dream.

SUN
A sunny atmosphere, a combination of warm colours - 
yellow-orange-white - interspersed with sequences of blue 
and violet.

RELAX
To promote relaxation through the combination, in a 
soothing sequence, of the four colours: light blue-orange-
blue-white.

ENERGY
Nothing is more vital than red and orange, alive and alight 
from the power of the white light they alternate with.

DREAM
To enjoy the full range of colours, from the warmest to the 
most stimulating tones. A kaleidoscope of white-blue-orange-
yellow-green-magenta.
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Hi-Fi System
Do you like singing in the shower, listening to the news, or 
maybe following the morning programme on your favourite 
radio station? All this is possible by just turning on the Radio 
Hi-Fi function.

Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

The walls of the shower cabin, the transparent and glass 
surfaces, are pre-treated with Crystal Clear water-repellent 
and anti-lime scale fi nish. This system preserves the beauty 
of all the surfaces, making cleaning easy, and ensuring superb 
brightness over time.



frame
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The new frame of wellness
Minimalist lines and high levels of wellness for the Jacuzzi® 
steam and shower cabin which is the perfect synthesis 
between functionality and aesthetics. Jacuzzi® technology 
is expressed in a contemporary design, the result is a new 
concept that frames the experience of wellness as a work 
of art. Available in sizes 100x75, 120x80 and now also in the 
double module: FRAME IN2

Luxury fi ttings, minimal aesthetic
The clean lines characterise Frame which presents itself as a 
comfortable environment where you can experience all the 
functions dedicated to wellness: raindrop shower, shower 
with pulsed and sprayed water, energising cascade, shower 
in colours with preset Cromodream® cycles, steam bath and 
aromatherapy.

frame in2
frame 120
frame 100
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The fi rst shiatsu hydromassage in a shower
With Frame, Jacuzzi® inserts for the fi rst time in a shower 
enclosure the shiatsu hydromassage function, together 
with the classic vertical, back and lumbar hydromassage. 
In this way the space dedicated to wellness becomes a 
small private temple: just touch the electronic control 
panel to activate a unique experience, adaptable to the 
needs of the moment: from the search for a moment of 
relaxation to a real and deep hydrotherapy session. 

Enter into another dimension
Frame fi ts seamlessly into the surrounding space thanks to 
the large frame that embeds the shower enclosure in any type 
of environment, not necessarily that of the bathroom, and 
perfectly symbolises the passage of a hectic and stressful life 
to a universe dedicated to self-care: Frame is the gateway to 
a small multi-sensory microcosm created to enjoy intimate 
moments while immersed in colours, sounds and scents. 
The shower tray and duckboard are made from Techstone, 
the handle is made of glass for maximum cleanliness and 
transparency and 8mm full-length glass panels are equipped 
with the Crystal Clear function.
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frame in2
corner/niche/back-to-wall (LH only)
LH - RH
150 x 110 x 224h cm
design Mario Ferrarini

white

black

wall fi nishes

22
4

150

11
0
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TOP

Functions
Variable hydro-jets 8
Back/neck massage 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head 2 separated

Nebulization
Programmable steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (Radio+ BT)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower
Toiletry holder

Roof
Adjustable seat (black or white) 2 Removable

Duckboard (black or white)
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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frame 120
corner/niche
LH - RH
120 x 80 x 224h cm 
design Mario Ferrarini

white

black

wall fi nishes

TB TT TOP

Functions
Variable hydro-jets 8
Back/neck massage 4 4 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4 4 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head

Nebulization
Bagno-turco programmabile

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (radio+MP3/USB)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower + sliding rod
Toiletry holder

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm
Adjustable seat (black or white)  removable  Integrated  Integrated

Duckboard (black or white)

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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bianco

nero

wall fi nishes

frame 100
corner/niche
LH - RH
100 x 75 x 224h cm
design Mario Ferrarini

TB TT TOP

Functions
Variable hydro-jets  8
Back/neck massage 4 4 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4 4 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head

Nebulization
Bagno-turco programmabile

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (radio+MP3/USB)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower + sliding rod
Toiletry holder

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm
Adjustable seat (black or white)  removable  Integrated  Integrated

Duckboard (black or white)

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

22
4

100

75
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The subject of design
Beauty and wellness coexist in what is one of the most 
extraordinary creations by Jacuzzi® produced in limited 
edition. The unprecedented combination of teak, glass, steel 
and techstone® has created a shower which is like moving 
to another dimension. Whatever you are looking for, by 
entering the mega steam and shower cabin you will fi nd it, 
you can relax, invigorate yourself, receive a boost of energy, 
release tension, wash away the tiredness. 

The most benefi cial of experiences 
The Jacuzzi® vertical and back hydromassage involves the 
body throughout its entire height, stimulating all the muscle 
groups thanks to four directable Enerjet vertical jets. The 
steam generator allows you to get maximum performance 
from the steam bath that completes the shower moment 
with its purifying effect to which it is possible to combine 
the benefi ts of aromatherapy.
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All the excitement of wellness
mega allows you to choose three shower functions on the 

electronic control panel: pulsating, continuous and vaporised, 
all can be modulated in intensity according to the needs of the 
moment. In addition, by activating the cascade it is possible to 
receive a relaxing massage in the upper part of the neck and 
trunk. The shower cabin is available with either the seat on the 
right or with the seat on the left of the control panel and the 
shower.

Prestige in all the senses
Each shower is numbered and bears the signature of Pininfarina. 
The sinuous line of the seat is in perfect harmony with the 
innovative aesthetic lines of mega which accomodates the body, 
making the shower a moment of complete comfort. The details 
are carefully researched, from the thermostatic mixer to the 
Crystal Clear treatment, to the function diverter: everything is 
the result of careful thought aimed at offering the most complete 
experience that you can have in a steam and shower cabin.
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mega
corner
LH-RH
120 x 100 x 225h cm
design Pininfarina

Obscured for white cabin

White

Transparent for black cabin

Black

glass fi nishes 

wall fi nishes

100

12
0

22
5

78
8
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Functions
Vertical and back hydromassage 4

Raindrop shower head
Steam bath

Aromatherapy
SkinTouch cascade

Features
Thermostatic mixer
Electronic controls

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Shelves (Blackstone)

Adjustable seat (teak fi nish)
Roof (tempered glass)

Interior lighting
Draining duckboard 2

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets



mynima
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Transparent design
Agile and gentle lines, high volumes, large glass panels, high-
quality materials, elegance and refi nement: Mynima is the 
expression of a design that dedicates the art of minimalism 
to everyday life. The large glass screens are covered with 
Crystal Clear to ensure maximum transparency even after 
use.

Functionality and avant-garde style
The anodised aluminium column contains the commands to 
activate the back hydromassage, the large raindrop shower 
head and the steam bath. The seat is made from Techstone®, 

as well as the shower tray which has been lowered almost 
to fl oor level. The temperature is kept constant by the 
thermostatic mixer which ensures the hydromassage is 
performed at the optimum temperature. Mynima is also 
available with the glass wall.

mynima 140 wall
mynima 140
mynima 120
mynima 90
mynima 80 sphere
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The essence of vitality
Enerjet is the system of adjustable water microjets created 
from Jacuzzi® technology: an unmatched source of energy and 
freshness. The jets are designed to target the various muscle 
groups and provide a pulsating massage.

Aquafeeling Effect  
Intimacy, gentleness, relaxation, wellness: the exotic 
atmosphere of the Tropical Shower awakens the senses, 
caresses the skin and, in soft fl owing streams, revives the 
spirit. Also the functions of steam bath and aromatherapy are 
available.
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mynima 140/wall
back-to-wall
single version
140 x 86 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8
Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head

Enerjet: tropical shower
Enerjet: pulsating massage

Enerjet: shower rain
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Glass panels against the wall

Shelves (Techstone®)
Adjustable seat (Techstone®)

Roof
Alarm

22
2

15
7

140

8
86

100

shower panel fi nishes  

aluminium
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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mynima 140
corner
LH-RH
140 x 86 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

shower panel fi nishes  

aluminium

22
2

15
7

140

8
86

100

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8
Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head

Enerjet: tropical shower
Enerjet: pulsating massage

Enerjet: shower rain
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Glass panels against the wall

Shelves (Techstone®)
Adjustable seat (Techstone®)

Roof
Alarm
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mynima 120
corner
LH-RH
120 x 75 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

22
2

120
7585

8

42
.5

25

shower panel fi nishes  

aluminium
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8
Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head

Enerjet: tropical shower
Enerjet: pulsating massage

Enerjet: shower rain
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Glass panels against the wall

Shelves (Techstone®)
Adjustable seat (Techstone®)

Roof
Alarm
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mynima 90
corner
LH-RH
90 x 90 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

shower panel fi nishes  

aluminium

22
2

90

100

90

10
0

8

45

25

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8
Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head

Enerjet: tropical shower
Enerjet: pulsating massage

Enerjet: shower rain
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Glass panels against the wall

Shelves (Techstone®)
Adjustable seat (Techstone®)

Roof
Alarm
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mynima 80 sphere
corner
single version
80 x 80 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati 22

2

8

80

100

80

10
0

45

25

shower panel fi nishes  

aluminium
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8
Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head

Enerjet: tropical shower
Enerjet: pulsating massage

Enerjet: shower rain
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Glass panels against the wall

Shelves (Techstone®)
Adjustable seat (Techstone®)

Roof
Alarm
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fl exa
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Verticality and design
The light and agile lines, the electronic control panel, the 
large areas of transparent glass which, thanks to the special 
Crystal Clear treatment, are always perfect and easy to 
clean. Everything in Flexa is harmonious and functional, 
even the panel without visible profi les contributing to the 
perfect harmony between the cabin and the surrounding 
environment.

Total hydromassage
In the Flexa shower enclosure, the original Jacuzzi® vertical 
hydromassage is activated by numerous nozzles, positioned 
along the entire hydrocolumn with a particular sinuous design. 
Intense, effective, pleasant: it involves all the muscles groups 
of the body from the neck to the back and when the lumbar 
hydromassage is activated, the lower limb hydromassage is 
also put into action, specifi cally to stimulate and strengthen 
the calves.  The effect is that of a complete hydromassage, 
perfectly invigorating and relaxing at the same time. Maybe to 
the sound of music.

fl exa thema 120
fl exa thema 100
fl exa thema round
fl exa thema square
fl exa tower
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More space for comfort
The unique architecture combines a large internal space to 
optimal architectural fi tting in the bathroom. Flexa, thanks 
to clever ergonomics, offers great freedom of movement: 
indulging in a moment devoted to hydro relax is even more 
fun and gives psychological wellness with no restrictions.

The triumph of multifunctionality
Together with the steam bath and the Scottish shower, it 
is possible to activate the aromatherapy and the fantastic 
Cromodream®, which allows you to choose between six basic 
colours that are spread directly onto the body with the water 
jet, with a shower effect of colour which stimulates vitality 
and acts on psycho-physical wellness. Even the cascade Power 
fall has a spectacular effect and gives great benefi t to all the 
muscles that run from the top of the head and arrive at the 
base of the neck.
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fl exa thema 120
corner
LH-RH
120/126 x 75/85 x 214/227h cm
design Synthesis Design

120

126

7585

24
21

4 
(S

T
2)

22
7 

(E
L

T
3-

4-
18

)

Functions ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24
Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12

Raindrop shower head
Shoulder Cascade

Scottish Shower
Steam bath 

Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

Features
Single-lever mixer tap 

Thermostatic mixer
3 functions hand held shower + sliding rod

Container for aromatic essences
Electronic descaling system

Radio
Roof

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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fl exa thema 100
corner
LH-RH
100/105 x 75/85 x 214/227h cm
design Synthesis Design

24
21

4 
(S

T
2)

22
7 

(E
L

T
3-

4-
18

)

100

104. 5

75

85

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Functions ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24
Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12

Raindrop shower head
Shoulder Cascade

Scottish Shower
Steam bath 

Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

Features
Single-lever mixer tap 

Thermostatic mixer
3 functions hand held shower + sliding rod

Container for aromatic essences
Electronic descaling system

Radio
Roof

Alarm
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fl exa thema round
corner
single version 
90 x 90 x 214/227h cm
design Synthesis Design

24

21
4 22

7

126

10
3

90

Functions ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24
Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12

Raindrop shower head
Shoulder Cascade

Scottish Shower
Steam bath 

Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

Features
Single-lever mixer tap 

Thermostatic mixer
3 functions hand held shower + sliding rod

Container for aromatic essences
Electronic descaling system

Radio
Roof

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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fl exa thema square
corner
single version 
90 x 90 x 214/227h cm
design Synthesis Design

24

21
4 22

7

90
97

126

12
7

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

Functions ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24
Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12

Raindrop shower head
Shoulder Cascade

Scottish Shower
Steam bath 

Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

Features
Single-lever mixer tap 

Thermostatic mixer
3 functions hand held shower + sliding rod

Container for aromatic essences
Electronic descaling system

Radio
Roof

Alarm
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fl exa tower
corner
single version 
90 x 90 x 232h cm
design Synthesis Design

909010
8

23
2 

22
0

13
2

Ø 100
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Functions ELT8

Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 24
Raindrop shower head

Back Cascade
Shoulder Cascade

Scottish Shower
Power Fall Cascade

Steam bath 
Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap 

Thermostatic mixer
3 functions hand held shower + sliding rod

Container for aromatic essences
Electronic descaling system

Radio
Roof

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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The vitality shower
Play is the shower cabin that offers the opportunity to 
experience the world of the Jacuzzi® hydromassage in 
a dynamic, cheerful and lively way. The youthful design 
with a minimalist aesthetic expresses the pleasure of the 
most advanced performance and is supported by the best 
equipment and maximum installation versatility.

Vertical wellness
The original Jacuzzi® vertical hydromassage has a relaxing, 
invigorating and re-energising effect. It stimulates vital centres 
with different intensities and involves all the muscle groups 
from the base of the neck to the lower back, giving complete 
psycho-physical wellness. The system of nozzles allows the 
fl ow of water to be varied, by changing the fl ow and intensity. 
Play is also available with or without the glass wall.

play 120
play 100
play 90
play sphere
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The healing power of water 
The cascade shower and large raindrop shower head provides 
the head and shoulders with benefi cial pressure, ideal for 
releasing all the muscle tension in the neck and upper 
shoulders. The steam bath, combined with aromatherapy, 
purifi es the skin and the body from toxins, strengthening the 
immune system, thanks to a cloud of steam that envelops the 
entire body.

Perfect temperature
The manual or thermostatic mixer, which blends the design 
with the central shower column, lets you keep the water to 
the preferred temperature throughout the shower.
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play 120
corner
LH-RH 
120 x 80 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

White

8

80

12
0

22
0 

TB

22
6 

TT
shower panel fi nishes 

Aluminium

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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play 100
corner
LH-RH 
100 x 75 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®

8

75

10
0

22
0 

TB

22
6 

TT

White

shower panel fi nishes 

Aluminium

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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play 90
corner
LH-RH 
90 x 70 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®

8

70

90
22

0 
TB

22
6 

TT

White

shower panel fi nishes 

Aluminium

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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play sphere
corner
LH-RH 
70 x 70 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®

8

White

shower panel fi nishes 

Aluminium

22
0 

TB

22
6 

TT

90
70

90
70

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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shower space

Rooms and environments are different, like the 
lives that inhabit them. Jacuzzi® Shower Space 
offers the possibility to design and customise the 
intimate space dedicated to self-care. Shower 
Space is a fully modular system that allows you 
to build your own shower, choosing one element 
after another.
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trays 
Which position do you want to place your shower in? In the 
corner, along a wall, inset. And the shape? You can choose 
rounded, rectangular, square, in any size and shape, enhance 
it with exquisite details, elements of refi ned design. The 
trays are the fi rst modular element used to create a Jacuzzi® 
Shower Space. You just have to choose the model, depending 
on the space available, the needs and the desires. 

shower panels
They are light, compact, versatile, and offer maximum 
freedom of setting. Equipped with the vertical Jacuzzi® 
hydromassage with toning Body Jets, these panels are 
also fi tted with a hand shower and the single command 
thermostatic mixer. The Jacuzzi® shower panels combine 
cutting-edge materials with contemporary design and are an 
ideal corner dedicated to hydrotherapy.

enclosures and glass panels 
Jacuzzi® has created a luminous, transparent space, where 
wellness can be experienced without boundaries. With its 
sophisticated, essential design, the frames of the fi ttings have 
been reduced to a minimum, resulting in a perfect aesthetic 
installation. The superior-quality glass panels, are all treated 
with the exclusive Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi® water repellent 
system, which means they are easy to clean and will remain 
sparkling at all times, leaving them virtually invisible.

shower heads
There are many ways to classify a shower head. The 
shower heads for the Jacuzzi® Shower Space are not 
just water dispensers, but real experiences of wellness, 
emotional showers that involve all the senses. Suitable for 
both domestic and professional environments and ideal 
for transforming the shower space into a true paradise of 
relaxation and pleasure.
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Compose the space 
dedicated to wellness

Complete freedom of choice 
Tray, enclosure and shower panel. With these elements, 
everyone can build their own personal Shower Space in 
a distinctive and unique way. Jacuzzi® offers a wide range 
of elements that can be combined, all built with quality 
materials, which are reliable, durable, elegant and with unique 
design.
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Innovated aesthetics, volumes reduced to a 
minimum
The result of surfaces and interior slants that collect the 
water and make it drain perfectly. Installed close to the fl oor 
or semi-built in. Moove trays are available in two versions: 
gloss and satin acrylic. They can be combined with all the 
Jacuzzi® shower enclosures.

moove 
shower trays 
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moove collection shower trays
design Marco Piva

It is very easy to install the Moove shower tray at fl oor level.

Available in the two gloss and mat acrylic versions.

moove square shower tray moove rectangular shower tray

90 x 90 cm

90 x 70 cm
100 x 80 cm
120 x 80 cm
120 x 90 cm
140 x 90 cm
160 x 90 cm

height

35 mm
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Maximum versatility
A dynamic and minimalist style, combined with a really great 
variety of solutions. Start! trays in acrylic are always the right 
choice, because they fi t well in both large and small spaces. 
They can be fi nished by an exclusive platform in Teak and can 
be combined with all the Jacuzzi® shower enclosures.

start! 
shower trays
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shower trays start!
design Carlo Urbinati

Duckboard optional

start! 70

120 x 70/80 cm

140 x 70/90 cm

start! 90 round

90 x 90 cm
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height

start! 90

120 x 90 cm

140 x 90 cm

160 x 90 cm

start! 80

100 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm

35 mm

90 mm
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Maximum transparency
Start! is the large range of 6 mm thick glass panels including 
hinged doors and walk-in versions. Their main characteristic 
is the maximization of transparent surfaces combined with 
the minimization of the frames. This gives your dedicated 
shower space light and unique style, enhanced by the 
Jacuzzi® Crystal Clear treatment.

Integrated shower system
The Start! enclosure are available with a built-in shower 
system with raindrop shower head, cascade shower and 
hand shower with three functions.

start! 
enclosures
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Anodized aluminium

shower panel fi nishes

Functions
Raindrop shower head (30 cm)

Shower cascade
Hand held shower

Features
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Shower diverter
Shelves (Techstone®)

120

70

80

140

70

90

3,
5

70

140

90

20
0

20
5

chiusura doccia + paretina doccia

start! 70
corner
LH - RH 
140 x 70 x 205h cm walk in
140 x 70 x 205h cm
120 x 70 x 205h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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Anodized aluminium

shower panel fi nishes

enclosure + shower panel

start! 80
corner
LH - RH
120 x 80 x 205h cm
100 x 80 x 205h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

120

80

100

80
20

0

20
5

3,
5

Functions
Raindrop shower head (30 cm)

Shower cascade
Hand held shower

Features
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Shower diverter
Shelves (Techstone®)

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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90

120 - 140

90

140 - 160

20
0

20
5

9

Functions
Raindrop shower head (30 cm)

Shower cascade
Hand held shower

Features
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Shower diverter
Shelves (Techstone®)

start! 90
corner
LH - RH
160 x 90 x 205h cm walk in
140 x 90 x 205h cm walk in
140 x 90 x 205h cm
120 x 90 x 205h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Anodized aluminium

shower panel fi nishes

enclosure + shower panel

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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start! 90 double
corner
LH - RH 
160 x 90 x 205h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

90

160

9

20
0

20
5

Anodized aluminium

shower panel fi nishes

enclosure + shower panel

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings

Functions
Raindrop shower head (30 cm)

Shower cascade
Hand held shower

Features
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Shower diverter
Shelves (Techstone®)

2
2

2
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20
5

20
0

90

90

9

start! 90 round
corner
LH - RH 
90 x 90 x 205h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Anodized aluminium

shower panel fi nishes

enclosure + shower panel

Functions
Raindrop shower head (30 cm)

Shower cascade
Hand held shower

Features
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Shower diverter
Shelves (Techstone®)

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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fi t
single version
LH - RH 
83 x 140h cm
design Jacuzzi

83

49

30

14
0

28
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The immediacy of the shower with the functions of 
hydromassage
The shower panels complete your Jacuzzi® Shower Space. 
Characterized by a minimalist style, offering an idea of 
lightness, compactness and multifunctionality. The element 
that makes them unique is the large shower head. They are 
versatile and give you the maximum freedom of installation 
in any environment. Equipped with vertical Jacuzzi® 
hydromassage with invigorating Body Jets, these panels 
are fi tted with a hand shower. Thanks to technological and 
shape research and exclusive experimentation with styles 
and functions, Jacuzzi® combines cutting-edge materials 
with contemporary design, giving life to an experience that 
goes beyond the concept of the shower to deliver all the 
regeneration, creativity and fun of water.

shower panels
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18
1

Ø 20

15 8

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower + sliding rod
Vertical hydromassage

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

4

White

shower panel fi nishes (glass) 

Black

sense
semi built-in/wall
15 x 140/180h cm
design Emo

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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twice
wall
25 x 175h cm
design Emo

25 7,5

17
5

39
52,5

Teak

shower panel fi nishes 

Bleached oak

Aluminium

Aluminium

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower + sliding rod
Vertical hydromassage

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

4

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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Brushed stainless steel 

Polished stainless steel

shower panel fi nishes

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower
Vertical hydromassage

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Single-lever mixer tap
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

4

skin
wall
12 x 150h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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ego
wall
23/50 x 180h cm
design Jacuzzi®

7,5

18
0

50
23

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower
Vertical hydromassage Enerjet - (vaporised/pulsating/continuous)

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts
Shelves (Techstone®)

4

2
shower panel fi nishes 

Brushed aluminium
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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12

18
0

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower
Vertical hydromassage Enerjet - (vaporised/pulsating/continuous)

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

4

es
wall/corner 
12 x 180h cm
design Jacuzzi®

shower panel fi nishes 

Brushed aluminium
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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es built-in
built-in 
12 x 180h cm
design Jacuzzi®

12

18
0

shower panel fi nishes 

Brushed aluminium
Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower
Vertical hydromassage Enerjet - (vaporised/pulsating/continuous)

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

4
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ios
built-in
13 x 180h cm
design Jacuzzi®

13

18
0

Teak

Wengè  

shower panel fi nishes 

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower
Vertical hydromassage Enerjet - (vaporised/pulsating/continuous)

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

4
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rei
wall 
17 x 143h cm
design IED centro ricerche

143 1397

10,5

17

White

Lilac

shower panel fi nishes

Functions
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower
Vertical hydromassage

Features
Shower diverter

Single-lever mixer tap
Thermostatic mixer 

4

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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A new sensory system
Caleidos is the shower system created by Jacuzzi® to 
provide a multi-sensory experience and total wellness. 
Feelings and innovative experimentation surprise and guide 
you along a path of relaxation and emotions. Thanks to 
the Jacuzzi® Cromodream® function, fl owing streams of 
coloured light run over the body together with the water, 
offering a complete treatment of chromotherapy: relaxing 
with blue, energetic with red, balancing and harmonising 
with green. 

The benefi ts of aromatherapy 
With Caleidos you can experiment with the effect of three 
fragrances Dream, Tonic and Bouquet, emitted from the 
aromatherapy, which harmonise the mood, removing stress and 
tension. A cloud of aromatic steam, chosen according to the 
feelings you want to experience, envelops the body and the 
senses.

caleidos 
shower heads
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Professional performance
Caleidos turns the Space Shower into a paradise of 
wellness to be lived to the full.
To be cradled by the raindrop jet or caressed by millions 
of tiny drops by just selecting the vapourising option. There 
are two touch-screen interfaces, basic and top model, 
which are available for the command centre and allow the 
Caleidos functions to be controlled with a simple touch. 

Details of style and functionality
Pure and decisive lines for a Shower Space that responds to 
personal desires and taste: the square aesthetic of the tap unit 
generates a unique effect with design of the shower head. All 
Caleidos shower heads have side jets and a thermostatic mixer 
to transform the shower moment into a authentic wellness 
treatment.
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caleidos
built-in
design Jacuzzi®

25

45

60

45

35

35

45

45

60

60

35 x 35 cm

45 x 45 cm

60 x 60 cm

45 X 25 cm

60 x 45 cm
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CALEIDOS

35X35 CM 45X45 CM
45X25 CM 60X45 CM

CALEIDOS

60X60 CM

BASE TOP BASE TOP

Features
Raindrop shower

Complete and central raindrop shower
Nebulization

Cromodream® (led RGB)
Touch screen controls

Aromatherapy

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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aquasoul extra
FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6 6 6

Back massage with rotating microjets 10 10 10
Fixed microjets 4 4 4

Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 3 3 3

 Panels
Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION freestanding, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 190

Width cm 150

Height cm 60

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 40

Length at top edge cm 167

Length at fi ttings cm 112

Central width at top edge cm 130

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 550

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 400

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

freestandingbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 190

Width cm 90

Height cm 57

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 37

Length at top edge cm 167

Length at fi ttings cm 120

Central width at top edge cm 70

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 318

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 220

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6
Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Overfl ow-drain assy kit with faucet/fi ller
Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 2 2 2
 Single ”J” shaped panel

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

aquasoul double cornerbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3
Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Overfl ow-drain assy kit with faucet/fi ller
Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1
 Single ”J” shaped panel

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel  

VERSIONS LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 180

Width cm 80

Height cm 57

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 37

Length at top edge cm 160

Length at fi ttings cm 128

Central width at top edge cm 62

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 280

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 220

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

aquasoul lounge cornerbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3
Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Overfl ow-drain assy kit with faucet/fi ller
Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1
 Single ”J” shaped panel

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 

VERSIONS LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 170

Width cm 70

Height cm 57

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 37

Length at top edge cm 149

Length at fi ttings cm 127

Central width at top edge cm 59

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 260

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 200

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

aquasoul cornerbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3
Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Mechanical tapware
Overfl ow-drain assy kit with faucet/fi ller

Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1

 Single panel
Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 145 - 150

Width cm 94 - 110

Height cm 57

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 37

Length at top edge cm 130

Length at fi ttings cm 110

Central width at top edge cm 76

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 285

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 200

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz

aquasoul offset cornerbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6
Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 2 2 2

 Single panel
Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 145 - 155

Width cm 145 - 155

Height cm 57

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 37

Length at top edge cm 148

Length at fi ttings cm 138

Central width at top edge cm 134

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 420

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 320

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz

aquasoul corner 155 cornerbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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FRIENDLY BASE TOP

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3
Aquasystem®

WATER SUPPLY
Without tapware, without faucet/fi ller 

Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

FEATURES
 Remote control

Sanitising system
 Underwater spotlight 

Heater
Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1

 Single panel
Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel 

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 130 - 140

Width cm 130 - 140

Height cm 57

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Depth of bathtub (at the overfl ow level) cm 37

Length at top edge cm 139

Length at fi ttings cm 129

Central width at top edge cm 124

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 370

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 280

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz

aquasoul corner 140 cornerbuilt-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASE TOP TOP

FUNCTIONS
Whirlpool jets 6 6 5

Rotating microjets 7 7 3

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest 2 2 1
Overfl ow rim

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Heater

WOOD FRAME FINISHES
Teak

Wenge

STONE FRAME FINISHES  

White Carrara marble
Medea stone

Absolute black granite    

VERSIONS single version single version LH 

INSTALLATION built-in built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 180 180

Width cm 150 90

Height cm 66 66

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 156 160

Length at fi ttings cm 130 133

Central width at top edge cm 119 66

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 650 355

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 530 275

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

aura plus aura unobuilt-in built-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASE TOP TOP

FUNCTIONS
Whirlpool jets 6 6 5

Rotating microjets 10 10 3

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Headrest 2 2 1
Overfl ow rim

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Heater
Single acrylic panel*
Single wood panel*

WOOD FRAME FINISHES
Teak

Wenge 

STONE FRAME FINISHES  

White Carrara marble
Medea stone

Absolute black granite

VERSIONS single version LH single version LH 

INSTALLATION corner, built-in corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 160 140

Width cm 160 140

Height cm 60 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 176 143

Length at fi ttings cm 130 117

Central width at top edge cm 130/65 119/73

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 400 340

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 320 220

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

aura corner 160 aura corner 140 built-incorner

Freestanding version only, wood frameStandard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets *
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aura corian® plus aura corian® uno

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 185 185

Width cm 155 95

Height cm 66 66

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 156 160

Length at fi ttings cm 130 133

Central width at top edge cm 119 66

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 650 355

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 530 275

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz 220/240 V 50 Hz

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 7 3

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware O O
Electronic tapware O O

Remote control
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Heater
Headrest 2 1

Overfl ow rim
Corian® frame

Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

VERSIONS
single version -back-
rest on both sides

LH

INSTALLATION built-in built-in

built-in built-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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aura corian® corner 160 aura corian® corner 140

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 164 144

Width cm 164 144

Height cm 60 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 176 143

Length at fi ttings cm 130 117

Central width at top edge cm 130/65 119/73

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 400 340

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 320 220

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz 220/240 V 50 Hz

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 10 3

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware O O
Electronic tapware O O

Remote control
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Heater
Headrest 2 1

Overfl ow rim
Corian® frame

Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

VERSIONS single version single version

INSTALLATION built-in built-in

built-in built-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASE TOP BASE TOP

FUNCTIONS
BODY JET - Whirlpool jets 4 4 4 4

Shiatsu BACK JETS 32 32 32 32

FEATURES 
Mechanical tapware   Chrome  Chrome   Chrome  Chrome 

Fill spout (Water Fan)
Remote control

Headrest 1 1 1 1
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Radio

PANELS
Side panel

Front panel

VERSIONS LH-RH single version LH

INSTALLATION corner, wall corner

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 180 155

Width cm 90 155

Height cm 60 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 150 150

Length at fi ttings cm 126 126

Central width at top edge cm 70 70

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 340 340

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 260 260

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz 220/240 V - 50 Hz

j-sha mi cornerj-sha mi cornercorner

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASE TOP TOP AQS BASE TOP TOP AQS

 FUNCTIONS
 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6 6 6 6
Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

Remote control
Sanitising system  

Underwater spotlight  

Heater
Headrest 3 3 3 3 3 3

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel  

Panels

WOOD FRAME FINISHES
Teak

Wenge

STONE FRAME FINISHES   

White Carrara marble
Medea stone

Absolute black granite       

VERSIONS single version single version

INSTALLATION freestanding, built-in corner

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm Ø 180 160

Width cm Ø 180 160

Height with top cm 66 66

Height without top cm 63 63

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 144 144

Length at fi ttings cm 116 116

Central width at top edge cm 155 155

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 510 510

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 400 400

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

nova nova cornerfreestanding corner

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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built-in built-in

FUNCTIONS
Whirlpool jets 6 6

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Overfl ow
Headrest 2

Sanitising system
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

WOOD FRAME FINISHES
Teak

Wenge

STONE FRAME FINISHES
White Carrara marble

Medea stone
Absolute black granite

VERSIONS single version single version

INSTALLATION built-in built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 190 190

Width cm 110 110

Height cm 60 63

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 162 162

Length at fi ttings cm 130 130

Central width at top edge cm 86 86

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 290 370

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 220 220

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

opalia opalia wood/stone

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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built-in opalia corian®

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

Remote control
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Headrest 2
Light along the perimeter integrated in the frame

Heater

FRAME FINISHES
Corian®

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 195

Width cm 115

Height cm 63

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 162

Length at fi ttings cm 130

Central width at top edge cm 86

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 370

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 220

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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sharp extra
BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 3 3 3

Back massage with rotating microjets 22 22 22 
Aquasystem® -- --

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware O O O
Electronic tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight --
Heater --

Seats 3 (1 lounge) 3 (1 lounge) 3 (1 lounge)
Headrest 3 3 3

PANELS
White acrylic panel
HPL Zebrano panel

HPL bleached Douglas panel

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner, freestanding, wall, niche

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 200

Width cm 150

Height cm 65

Length at top edge cm 176

Length at fi ttings cm 118

Central width at top edge cm 127

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 682

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 500

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz

freestanding

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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sharp double
BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5 5 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 14 14 14 
Aquasystem® -- --

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware O O O
Electronic tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight --
Heater --

Seats 2 2 2
Headrest 2 2 2

PANELS
White acrylic panel
HPL Zebrano panel

HPL bleached Douglas panel

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner, freestanding, wall, niche

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 190

Width cm 90

Height cm 57

Length at top edge cm 163

Length at fi ttings cm 110

Central width at top edge cm 66

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 306

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 264

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz

Back-to-wall

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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sharp 75
BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6
Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware O O O
Electronic tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest 1 1 1

PANELS
White acrylic panel
HPL Zebrano panel

HPL bleached Douglas panel

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner, freestanding, wall, niche

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 170 170

Width cm 70 75

Height cm 57 57

Length at top edge cm 147 147

Length at fi ttings cm 126 126

Central width at top edge cm 59 64

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 230 250

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 162 180

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz

Back-to-wall

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASE TOP TOP AQS

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6
Aquasystem®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware O O O
Electronic tapware O O O

Remote control
Sanitising system

Underwater spotlight
Heater

Headrest 1 1 1

PANELS
White acrylic panel
HPL Zebrano panel

HPL bleached Douglas panel

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner, freestanding, wall, niche

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 170 170

Width cm 70 75

Height cm 57 57

Length at top edge cm 147 147

Length at fi ttings cm 126 126

Central width at top edge cm 59 64

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 230 250

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 162 180

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz

sharp 70built-in

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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energy 180/170

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION 180x80 170x70

Length cm 180 170

Width cm 80 70

Height cm 57 57

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 163 153

Length at fi ttings cm 137 127

Central width at top edge cm 66 56

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 274 212

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 202 154

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

BASE FARO DISI+FARO

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2 2 2

Back massage with rotating jets 2 2 2
Feet massage 2 2 2

Cromodream®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Touch controls
Courtesy light

Dry run protection
Headrest

Sanitising system

PANELS Single panel a “L”, pannello frontale, pannello laterale

INSTALLATION corner, freestanding, wall, Niche

corner

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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versa 160
JET DUO

FUNCTIONS
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed Hydro Jet 8 8

 Air jets 12

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Sanitising system  

Blower system drainage
Headrest 1 1

PANELS
Side panel*

Front panel*

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner, built-in, wall, niche

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 160

Width cm 70

Height cm 70/76

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 155

Length at fi ttings cm 125

Central width at top edge cm 87

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 300

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres  175

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

corner

Freestanding version onlyStandard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets *
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JET DUO

FUNCTIONS
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed Hydro Jet 8 8

 Air jets 11

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Sanitising system

Blower system drainage
Headrest 1 1

Corner panel*

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 150

Width cm 90

Height cm 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 131

Length at fi ttings cm 109

Central width at top edge cm 68

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 250

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 240

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

folia corner

Freestanding version onlyStandard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets *
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uma
JET DUO

FUNCTIONS
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets - Fixed Hydro Jet 8 8

 Air jets 12

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Sanitising system  

Blower system drainage
Headrest 1 1

PANELS
Side panel*

Front panel*

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 130/145

Width cm 130/145

Height cm 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 155

Length at fi ttings cm 125

Central width at top edge cm 87

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 300

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres  175

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

corner

Freestanding version onlyStandard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets *
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FUNCTIONS
Whirlpool jets 6

FEATURES 
Mechanical tapware

Fill spout (Water Fan)
Overfl ow-drain assy kit with faucet/fi ller

Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap
Diverter
Headrest 2

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 210

Width cm 100

Height cm 57

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 170

Length at fi ttings cm 125

Central width at top edge cm 64

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 230

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 170

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz

elipsa

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

built-in
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BASE TOP

FUNCTIONS
Whirlpool jets 6 6 4

Rotating microjets 12 12 4

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Fill spout (Water Fan) 2 2
Overfl ow-drain assy kit with faucet/fi ller

Thermostatic mixer
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Diverter
Handle 2 2

Headrest 1 1 1
Sanitising system

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

PANELS
Side panel

Front panel 

VERSIONS single version LH-RH 

INSTALLATION built-in corner, built-in, wall, niche

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm Ø180 180

Width cm Ø180 80

Height cm 57 57

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 153 157

Length at fi ttings cm 121 137

Central width at top edge cm 118 60

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 420 250

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 370 200

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

gemini hexisbuilt-in a wall

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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corner corner

BASE TOP

FUNCTIONS
Whirlpool jets 6 6 4

Rotating microjets 13 13 6

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware  

Touch controls
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Diverter
Headrest 1 1 1

Heater
Sanitising system

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight

Seats 3
(1 lounge)

3
(1 lounge)

PANELS
Angolare

 

VERSIONS single version single version LH

INSTALLATION corner corner, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 165 150

Width cm 165 150

Height cm 75/86 57

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 150 150

Length at fi ttings cm 120/105 111

Central width at top edge cm 138 75

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 670 270

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 570 200

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

maxima celtia

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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corner built-in

FUNCTIONS

 Air jets 8

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Gloss or mat shell fi nishes
L shaped front panel - wavy or plain

VERSIONS RH/LH

INSTALLATION corner, built-in, wall, niche

EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 160 170 170 180

Width cm 70 70 75 80

Height cm 57 57 57 57

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 145 155 155 165

Central width at top edge cm 56 56 61 66

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 232 251 276 324

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz

moove

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 160

Width cm 70

Height cm 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 140

Length at fi ttings cm 110

Central width at top edge cm 55

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 180

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 135

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

versa 160 corner

FUNCTIONS
 Air jets 12

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Blower system drainage

Headrest 1
Panels (1 front and 1 side skirt)*

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner, built-in, wall, Niche

Freestanding version onlyStandard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets *
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corner cornerfolia uma

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 150

Width cm 90

Height cm 60

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 131

Length at fi ttings cm 109

Central width at top edge cm 68

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 250

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 240

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

130/145 cm Length

130/145 cm Width

60 cm Height

INSIDE DIMENSION

155 cm Length at top edge

125 cm Length at fi ttings

87 cm Central width at top edge

300 litres Water volume (at the overfl ow level)

 175 litres Average water quantity for hydromassage

220/240 V - 50 Hz Electric power supply

FUNCTIONS
12  Air jets

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware
Lumina electronic control panel
Blower system drainage

1 Headrest

PANELS
Front panel*

single version RH VERSIONS

corner, built-in INSTALLATION

Freestanding version onlyStandard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets *

FUNCTIONS
 Air jets 11

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Lumina electronic control panel
Blower system drainage

Headrest 1

PANELS
Front panel*

Corner panel*

VERSIONS LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner, built-in
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Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 180

Width cm 80

Height cm 54/63,5

freestanding

1

180

80
FEATURES

Techstone®

Integrated overfl ow drain 
Click clack waste

To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION freestanding



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings

251

freestanding freestandingembrace cabriolet
FEATURES

5 mm double layer acrylic shell
Steel frame

Adjustable feet
Click clack waste

Overfl ow
To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

VERSIONS single version single version

INSTALLATION freestanding freestanding

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 175 155

Width cm 83 81

Height cm 57/64 62/81



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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freestanding time
FEATURES

5 mm double layer acrylic shell with reinforced rim
Cast idron claw feet

Overfl ow
Click clack waste

To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION freestanding

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 175

Width cm 85

Height cm 64/86



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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freestanding freestandingasti darcy
FEATURES

5 mm double layer acrylic shell
Steel frame

Adjustable feet
Cast idron claw feet

Overfl ow
Pop up lever

Click clack waste
To be combined with fl oor standing tapware

VERSIONS single version single version

INSTALLATION freestanding freestanding

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 170 170

Width cm 70 75

Height cm 62 60



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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nova design
FEATURES

Mechanical tapware
Electronic tapware

Headrest 3
Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel (freestanding)

WOOD FRAME FINISHES
Teak

Wenge

STONE FRAME FINISHES
White Carrara marble

Medea stone
Absolute black granite

PANELS

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION freestanding, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm Ø180

Height cm 63/66

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 144

Central width at top edge cm 155

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 510

freestandingbuilt-in



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Waste
Headrest 2

EXTERNAL FRAME FINISHES
Teak

Wenge

PANELS

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION freestanding, built-in

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 190 180

Width cm 100 90

Height cm 60 66

  INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 166 160

Central width at top edge cm 76 66

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 370 365

anima designfreestanding

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware
Hand held shower/fi ller with diverter
Hot/cold knobs
Diverter

WOOD FRAME FINISHES
Teak
Wenge 

STONE FRAME FINISHES
 White Carrara marble
 Medea stone
 Absolute black granite

 LH-RH VERSIONS

built-in INSTALLATION

aura uno design built-in



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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FEATURES FEATURES
Gloss or mat shell fi nishes Mechanical tapware

To be combined with mechanical tapware 1 Headrest
Overfl ow drain Overfl ow drain

PANELS PANELS
L shaped front panel - wavy or plain Front panel

Side panel

VERSIONS single version LH-RH VERSIONS

INSTALLATION corner, built-in, wall, niche corner, built-in INSTALLATION

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 160 170 170 180 160

Width cm 70 70 75 80 70

Height cm 57 57 57 57 60

 INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 145 155 155 165 140

Central width at top edge cm 56 56 61 66 55

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 232 251 276 324 180

corner moove cornerversa 160



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttings
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corner folia
FEATURES

Mechanical tapware
Headrest 1 1

Overfl ow drain

PANELS
Front panel

VERSIONS LH-RH single version

INSTALLATION corner, built-in corner, built-in

uma corner

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 150 130/145

Width cm 90 130/145

Height cm 60 60

  INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 131 155

Central width at top edge cm 68 87

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 250 300



Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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BASE AIR JET DUO

FUNCTIONS
Vasca

Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage
Rotating hydromassage Twist Jets

Fixed hydromassage Hydro Jets
8 8

Air jets 12 12

Shower cubicle
Vertical and back hydromassage 4 4 4 4

 Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Raindrop shower head

Hand held shower

FEATURES
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Lumina electronic control panel
Headrest 1 1 1 1

Sanitising system

PANELS
Side panel

Front panel

VERSIONS (Position of shower cubicle) LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION 170x78 170x70 160x70

Length cm 170 170 160

Width cm 78/84 70/76 70/76

Height cm 60/225 60/225 60/225

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 150 150 140

Length at fi ttings cm 120 120 110

Central width at top edge cm 65 55 55

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 240 200 180

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres 160 150 135

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

link 160x70/170x70/170x78
BASE IDRO

FUNCTIONS
Vasca

5 Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage (whirlpool bath version)

Shower cubicle
8 8 Vertical and back hydromassage

FEATURES
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap
Fill spout
Sanitising system 
Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Spray shower head
Shelves
Tapware
Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Mirror

PANELS
Side panel
Front panel

LH-RH VERSIONS (Position of shower cubicle)

corner, wall INSTALLATION

180 cm

75/86 cm

60/239 cm

166 cm

130 cm

60 cm

225 litres

160 litres

 220/240 V - 50 Hz

amea twin premiumcorner corner
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j-twin premium
BASE IDRO

FUNCTIONS 
Vasca

Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Shower cubicle
Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8

FEATURES
Single-lever or thermostatic mixer tap

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Sanitising system 

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight
Spray shower head

Fill spout
Shelves

Headrest   1
Mirror

PANELS
Side panel

Front panel

VERSIONS (Position of shower cubicle) LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner, wall 

 EXTERNAL DIMENSION

Length cm 170

Width cm 70/86

Height cm 57/236

INSIDE DIMENSION

Length at top edge cm 152

Length at fi ttings cm 128

Central width at top edge cm 48

Water volume (at the overfl ow level) litres 205

Average water quantity for hydromassage litres  145

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

corner
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frame in2

frame in2 frame 120 frame 100

SPECIFICATIONS

Length cm 150 120 100

Width cm 110 80 75

Height cm 224 224 224

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240

Built into the floor (waste) mm 70 70 70

Door opening cm 56 56 56

Electric power supply 220/240 V 50 Hz 220/240 V 50 Hz

TOP

FUNCTIONS
Variable hydro-jets 8
Back/neck massage 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head 2 independent

Nebulization
Programmable steam bath

Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (Radio+ BT)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower
Toiletry holder

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Alarm
Adjustable seat (black or white) 2 removable

Duckboard (black or white)

VERSIONS LH/RH

INSTALLATION corner, back-to-wall, niche

corner a Nicheframe 120 - 100
TB TT TOP

8
4 4 4
4 4 4

8 8

 removable  integrated  integrated
 

LH/RH

corner, niche
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FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage 4

Raindrop shower head
Steam bath

Aromatherapy
SkinTouch cascade

FEATURES

Hydromassage fittings(3 jets options: vaporised/pulsating/continuous) 4

Hand held shower
Shower diverter

Thermostatic mixer
Electronic controls

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Sistema di decalcificazione
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Lowered shower tray (Blackstone)
Shelves (Blackstone)

Adjustable seat (teak fi nish)
Roof (tempered glass)

Interior lighting
Draining duckboard 2

Control panel
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome 

WALL FINISHES black/white 

GLASS FINISHES
Transparent for black cubicle

Obscured for white cubicle

VERSIONS OFFER LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner

SPECIFICATIONS

Length cm 120

Width cm 100

Height cm 225

Minimal installation height cm 240

Door opening cm 75

Net weight kg 280

Built into the floor (waste) mm 80

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

 omega corner
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 mynima 140 wall

SPECIFICATIONS TB TT

Length cm 140 140

Width cm 86 (100) 86 (100)

Height cm 222 222

Minimal installation height cm 240 240

Door opening cm 57 57

Built into the floor (waste) mm 80 80

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz

TB TT

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head
Enerjet: tropical shower

Enerjet: pulsating massage
Enerjet: shower rain

Steam bath 
Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Glass panels against the wall
Shelves (Techstone®)

Adjustable seat (Techstone®)
Roof

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Shower diverter

Lowered shower tray (Techstone®)
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome 

SHOWER PANEL FINISHES Anodized aluminium

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION back-to-wall
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SPECIFICATIONS TB TT TB TT

Length cm 140 140 120 120

Width cm 86 (100) 86 (100) 75 (85) 75 (85)

Height cm 222 222 222 222

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240 240

Door opening cm 57 57 57 57

Built into the floor (waste) mm 80 80 80 80

Electric power supply  220/240 V - 50 Hz  220/240 V - 50 Hz

mynima 140 mynima 120
TB TT TB TT

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8 8 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head
Enerjet: tropical shower

Enerjet: pulsating massage
Enerjet: shower rain

Steam bath
Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Glass panels against the wall
Shelves (Techstone®)

Adjustable seat (Techstone®)
Roof

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Shower diverter

Lowered shower tray (Techstone®)
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome chrome 

SHOWER PANEL FINISHES Anodized aluminium Anodized aluminium

VERSIONS LH-RH LH-RH 

INTALLAZIONE corner corner

cornercorner
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SPECIFICATIONS TB TT TB TT

Length cm 90 (100) 90 (100) 80 (100) 80 (100)

Width cm 90 (100) 90 (100) 80 (100) 80 (100)

Height cm 222 222 222 222

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240 240

Door opening cm 48 48 60 60

Built into the floor (waste) mm 80 80 80 80

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz 220/240 V - 50 Hz

TB TT TB TT

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8 8 8 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head
Enerjet: tropical shower

Enerjet: pulsating massage
Enerjet: shower rain

Steam bath
Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Thermostatic mixer

Container for aromatic essences
Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Glass panels against the wall
Shelves (Techstone®)

Adjustable seat (Techstone®)
Roof

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Shower diverter

Lowered shower tray (Techstone®)
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome chrome

SHOWER PANEL FINISHES Anodized aluminium Anodized aluminium

VERSIONS LH-RH single version 

INSTALLATION corner corner

mynima 90 mynima 80 spherecorner corner
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SPECIFICATIONS ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Length cm 120 (126) 120 (126) 120 (126) 120 (126)

Width cm 75 (85) 75 (85) 75 (85) 75 (85)

Height cm 214 227 227 227

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240 240

Door opening cm 45 45 45 45

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz 220/240 V - 50 Hz

 fl exa thema 120
ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24

Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12
Lumbar hydromassage
Raindrop shower head

Shoulder Cascade
Scottish Shower

Steam bath 
Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Pannello di controllo

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Container for aromatic essences

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Radio
Roof

Test jet, mixed water
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome 

VERSIONS LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner

corner
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 fl exa thema 100
ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24

Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12
Lumbar hydromassage
Raindrop shower head

Shoulder Cascade
Scottish Shower

Steam bath 
Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Control panel

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Container for aromatic essences

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Radio
Roof

Test jet, mixed water
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES White

VERSIONS LH-RH

INSTALLATION corner

corner

SPECIFICATIONS ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Length cm 100 (105) 100 (105) 100 (105) 100 (105)

Width cm 75 (85) 75 (85) 75 (85) 75 (85)

Height cm 214 227 227 227

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240 240

Door opening cm 46 46 46 46

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz
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 fl exa thema square

SPECIFICATIONS ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Length cm 90 (97) 90 (97) 90 (97) 90 (97)

Width cm 90 (97) 90 (97) 90 (97) 90 (97)

Height cm 214 227 227 227

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240 240

Door opening cm 48 48 48 48

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24

Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12
Lumbar hydromassage
Raindrop shower head

Shoulder Cascade
Scottish Shower

Steam bath 
Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Control panel

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Container for aromatic essences

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Radio
Roof

Test jet, mixed water
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES White

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner

corner
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SPECIFICATIONS ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

Length cm 90 90 90 90

Width cm 90 90 90 90

Height cm 214 227 227 227

Minimal installation height cm 240 240 240 240

Door opening cm 48 48 48 48

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

ST2 ELT3 ELT4 ELT22

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage - variable (Body Jet) 20 24 24

Vertical and back hydromassage - fi xed (Body Jet) 12
Lumbar hydromassage
Raindrop shower head

Shoulder Cascade
Scottish Shower

Steam bath 
Aromatherapy
Cromodream®

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Control panel

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Container for aromatic essences

Electronic descaling system
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

Radio
Roof

Test jet, mixed water
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES white

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION corner

 fl exa thema roundcorner
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SPECIFICATIONS

Length cm 90 (108)

Width cm 90 (108)

Height cm 232

Minimal installation height cm 240

Door opening cm 49

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

ELT8

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage - variable 24

Raindrop shower head
Back Cascade

Shoulder Cascade
Scottish Shower

Power Fall Cascade
Steam bath 

Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Control panel

Sliding Shower (3 jets)
Container for aromatic essences

Electronic descaling system
Radio
Roof

Test jet, mixed water
Alarm

TAPWARE FINISHES white

VERSIONS single version

INSTALLATION corner

 fl exa tower corner
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play 120 100 90

SPECIFICATIONS TB TT

Length cm 120/100/90 120/100/90

Width cm 80/75/70 80/75/70

Height cm 220 226

Minimal installation height cm 240 240

Door opening cm 57/57/47 57/57/47

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

TB TT

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8

Raindrop shower head
Shower Cascade

Sliding Shower
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Glass panels against the wall
Roof

Electronic descaling system
Alarm

SHOWER PANEL FINISHES
Peened aluminium

White

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome

VERSIONS LH-RH 

INSTALLATION corner

corner
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play sphere corner

SPECIFICATIONS TB TT

Length cm 90/70 90/70

Width cm 90/70 90/70

Height cm 220 226

Minimal installation height cm 240 240

Door opening cm 52 52

Electric power supply 220/240 V - 50 Hz

TB TT

FUNCTIONS
Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8

Raindrop shower head
Shower Cascade

Sliding Shower
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

FEATURES
Jacuzzi® single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Glass panels against the wall
Roof

Electronic descaling system
Alarm

SHOWER PANEL FINISHES
Peened aluminium

White

TAPWARE FINISHES chrome

VERSIONS single version 

INSTALLATION corner
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Jacuzzi® Service: you’re in safe hands
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Purchasing a Jacuzzi® product means freedom from worry, knowing that 
you can always count on J-Service, an organisation whose qualifi ed team of 
professionals will guarantee a fully-functioning Jacuzzi® product at all times. 
It means having Jacuzzi® at your service.The extensive network of Jacuzzi® 
service centres offers a prompt after-sales service that includes customer 
advice, periodic maintenance and technical support when it comes to 
installation.
The J-Service network is responsible for the Full 24-month Warranty, at no 
cost to the customer. Our service centres only use original Jacuzzi® parts, 
and will answer for any non-conformities related to product installation.
Your local Jacuzzi® authorised retailer or J-Service will be able to help you 
with all your questions and enquiries regarding installation, delivery, water 
maintenance and any technical information you require.
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 JACUZZI EUROPE S.p.A.

Socio Unico
Direzione e Coordinamento
Jacuzzi Brands, Corp. (USA)
S.S. Pontebbana Km 97,200
33098 Valvasone (PN) Italia
Tel. +39 (0)434 859111
Fax +39 (0)434 85278
www.jacuzzi.it
info@jacuzzi.it

JACUZZI BATHROOM ESPAÑA

C/ Comte Urgell, 252 local 4
08036 Barcelona, España
Tel. +34 (0)932 385031
Fax +34 (0)932 385032
www.jacuzzi.eu
info-es@jacuzzi.it

 JACUZZI WHIRLPOOL GmbH

Humboldtstr. 30/32
D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen
Deutschland
Tel. +49 (0)711 93324740 
Fax +49 (0)711 93324750
www.jacuzzi.eu
info-de@jacuzzi.it

To install product always refer to the technical datasheets and instructions manuals available for download from www.jacuzzi.eu
 
The data and information given here are not binding for Jacuzzi, which reserves the right to make any modifi cations necessary without prior notice or replacements.
 
DuPont™ and Corian® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affi liates.
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JACUZZI SPA & BATH LTD

Woodlands
Roysdale Way
Euroway Trading Estate
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD4 6ST
Phone +44 (0)1274 471888
www.jacuzzi.co.uk
retailersales@jacuzziemea.com

JACUZZI FRANCE SAS

8, route de Paris
03305 CUSSET
FRANCE
Tél: +33 (0)4 70 30 90 50
Fax +33 (0)4 70 97 41 90
www.jacuzzifrance.com
info@jacuzzifrance.com
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